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Key West Christmas Day Weddings!!!! Miracle Cure's, 4 Yale MD Wife's in a 
Legal Polygamous Marriage Driven in a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR to winning a 
Nobel in Medicine on Christmas Day 2019, 2020... Nobel in Medicine Weddings!!!! 

12-14-2019 iMac Pro $7,999 add to bag click here! Smell the Rx Perfume Recipe 
it's no longer secret on an iMac! 

Recipe in Bangkok... 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Food Vendors Cart's with a new 
Rx Recipe for 10 million and a Nobel in Medicine for a dinner. Michelin guide 
began recognizing street stalls alongside restaurants both with Rx Recipes for 10 
million. 

12-14-2019 Again the 10 Million people in Bangkok and the 10 million 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's; Ms. Somboon’s daughter, who works in a law firm, orders 
takeout from her parents’ stall. A motorcycle delivers plastic bags of their food to 
the building. Ms. Somboon’s son lives in Colorado. He studied computers in 
Illinois, and he isn’t going to sweat it out on the streets of Bangkok for a living. “I 
taught him how to cook before he left,” Ms. Somboon said. “I taught him how to 
survive.” In Bangkok’s Fragrant Street Food, City Planners See a Mess to Clean. 
City planners prefer a more manicured Bangkok, with air-conditioning, malls and 
Instagrammable dessert cafes — and without the mess and noise of street vendors. 
Again the 10 Million people in Bangkok and the 10 million 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's; Yale Key West Medical School in Bangkok, well the West Point 
Medical School in Bangkok most likely. The city hall leaders will read this today 
along with the NY Times article on Bangkok street food vendors. By Hannah 
Beech. “Without spicy food, Bangkok would be too calm,” Ms. Sopa said. "The 
value of the capital’s street food was underscored in another way when the 
Michelin guide began recognizing street stalls alongside restaurants offering foie 
gras emulsions and truffle ice cream." Yes the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's will 



come in a Food Vendor Cart Model. “Hundreds of thousands of women support 
their households with their cooking from a cart,” he said. “Do we want to take 
these jobs away?” Greg in Key West wants them to drive a 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR that is a food vendors dream cart car... 100,000. 

12-14-2019 "13 year old with TB ask the Doctor what is TB; A Research Nonprofit 
Shutters TB Vaccine Effort and Lays Off Scientists" By KATIE THOMAS 

12-14-2019 JPMorgan Chase C.E.O. Says It Needs to Do More to Navigation; 
Qatar v!s USA 

1,800 Page Web 3 megs Ran Out of Memory on my PC Click Here its HTML as I 
don't have enough memory to make it a PDF, Thanks Greg

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here for the Pdf 
version long file takes a few mins to open with Win 10

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 



Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages



12-12-2019 iMac Pro $7,999 add to bag click here! Smell the Rx Perfume Recipe 
it's no longer secret on an iMac! 

12-14-2019 Qatar; NYC 13 year old murderer walked into the courtroom on 
Friday wearing black sweatpants, Air Jordan sneakers and a navy hoodie. He bit 
his bottom lip nervously as a court officer asked his name, then his age. “I’m 13,” 
he said. Stabbing of an 18-year-old Barnard College student, Tessa Majors, as she 
walked in a park near the school’s Manhattan campus has jarred New York City, 
and Qatar news about NYC. Qatar King put Morningside Park in Upper 
Manhattan off limits to all who will visit NYC. And warned about the dress code of 
young 13 year old criminals can be Air Jordan sneakers and a navy hoodie... how 
to spot a dangerous 13 year old the cops can't! 13-year-old boy, whom The New 
York Times is not naming because he is not being charged as an adult, told the 
police that he and two other teenagers had gone to Morningside Park specifically to 
rob people. King of Qatar reading this just put NYC off limits for Qatar Citizens. 
As they are all rich with iPhone 11 Max and diamond rings. No Qatar 13 year olds 
wear Air Jordan sneakers and a navy hoodie. Then, shortly before 7 p.m., the boy 
watched as his friend slashed the young woman with a knife and feathers from the 
stuffing of her coat came flying out, the detective testified. As of Sunday, there had 
been 20 robberies reported inside Morningside Park or on its perimeter this year, 
compared to seven in the same period last year. Since June, five people have 
reported being robbed on or near the staircase at 116th Street and Morningside 
Drive, near the location where Ms. Majors was stabbed. Recently, the police said, 
several teenagers had been arrested in a pattern of robberies in the area. 

12-14-2019 "13 year old with TB ask the Doctor what is TB; A Research Nonprofit 
Shutters TB Vaccine Effort and Lays Off Scientists" By KATIE THOMAS 



12-14-2019 Ominous Warning; $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues to finance TB, Crime; 
"U.S. Places Sanctions on Art Collector Said to Finance Hezbollah" By 
ELIZABETH A. HARRIS "Treasury officials say that Nazem Said Ahmad, a 
diamond dealer shown here in his Beirut apartment, used his art collection as a tool 
to shelter money used to finance Hezbollah" $777 Trillion in Oil Money Mostly 
spent on MIT War Toys. The United States said that Mr. Ahmad had provided 
funds “personally” to the secretary-general of Hezbollah, Hassan Nasrallah. Mr. 
Nasrallah has said that the United States is exploiting or even instigating anti-
government protests in Lebanon, which have drawn hundreds of thousands of 
people into the streets in recent weeks. 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's driven into 
Lebanon inciting RIOTS... 

12-14-2019 Key West guy on a old Navy War Ship still at war; A man who shot a 
protected bird in Key West on the Navy War Ship resting last year has pleaded out 
to killing the osprey. Josiah Fetzer, 23, of Valley City, Ohio, pleaded no contest to 
and was adjudicated guilty on Dec. 11 of cruelty to animals and violating the 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act, under which ospreys are protected. No one is protected 
from Oil Navy Warriors infecting men! 

12-14-2019 Qatar Again; talks between the chief United States peace envoy, 
Zalmay Khalilzad, and Taliban representatives in Doha, the Qatari capital, Again 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's driven into Doha, the Qatari capital, Yes they were 
all painted 'Pink' by Olivia Newton John. 

Recipe in Bangkok... 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Food Vendors Cart's with a new 
Rx Recipe for 10 million and a Nobel in Medicine for a dinner. Michelin guide 
began recognizing street stalls alongside restaurants both with Rx Recipes for 10 
million. 



Recipe in Bangkok... 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Food Vendors Cart's with a new 
Rx Recipe for 10 million and a Nobel in Medicine for a dinner. Michelin guide 
began recognizing street stalls alongside restaurants both with Rx Recipes for 10 
million. 

12-14-2019 Brain Surgery Recipe's; NYC will transfer the facility’s more than 200 
prisoners, including 50 deemed criminally insane, from a fortresslike building with 
bars on the windows and cement walls and ceilings into a unit of Manhattan 
Psychiatric Center, a civilian hospital close by on Wards Island. City Officials say 
the move, planned for January, is necessary because Kirby’s building has grown 
outdated. Outdated criminally insane Rx Recipes when the Brain Surgeons have 
been inventing and inventing new Star Wars at Galaxy Edge Recipes for Brain 
Surgery. Like mail and imail email iPhone 11 Max video's at Kirby today. Lets just 
say there are no iPhone 11 Max at Kirby today. But several employees — who 
insisted that their names not be used because they said they feared reprisals, they 
told the NY Times reporter By Annie Correal. Annie will write this article in next 
weeks NY Times if she does not get any reprisals from the Editors at the Times, 
grin. 



12-14-2019 Dr. Lisa Sanders; In the five years since she was given this diagnosis, 
she has tried several medications. Some helped her sense of smell and taste, but 
none allowed her to start running — much less racing. A couple of months ago, the 
patient started a new medicine called Dupilumab. It’s a drug that targets a key step 
in the abnormal pathway to inflammation and swelling. She already feels much 
better. 

12-14-2019 Dr. Lisa Sanders; In addition, nasal polyps commonly develop in 
children with cystic fibrosis. 

12-14-2019 Harvard Health Harvard Medical School Pay my bill; $7 Trillion for 
the Rx Recipe's that cure cystic fibrosis, TB, Strangely, the treatment for AERD is 
aspirin, the oldest member of the NSAID family. It’s not clear why, but a daily dose 
of aspirin, titrated as high as is tolerated without triggering symptoms, can both 
improve asthma control and slow down the regrowth of nasal polyps. Pay My Bill 
of $7 Trillion to discover why It’s not clear why, but a daily dose of aspirin, titrated 
as high as is tolerated without triggering symptoms, can both improve asthma 
control. Harvard Medical School Pay My Bill... $7 Trillion dollars due! 

12-14-2019 Harvard Medical School Pay My Bill, $7 Trillion dollars due; The 
woman’s mother was shocked by the rapidly unfolding events. Her daughter had 
been healthy and active her whole life. She had competed in triathlons and 
endurance races called Tough Mudders. But the past year, she told the doctors in 
the intensive-care unit, where her daughter was lying unconscious with a thick 
breathing tube down her throat, everything changed. Her daughter never had 



asthma until recently. Twice in the past month, she sounded so short of breath on 
the phone that the mother insisted she go to the emergency room. Each time, they 
gave her some prednisone and a breathing treatment. She’d get better, and they’d 
send her home. 

12-14-2019 Harvard Medical School Pay My Bill, $7 Trillion dollars due; Medical 
Blunders costing $7 Trillion dollars at Harvard Medical School. Harvard + Yale 
failed to pay their Medical Bills! 

12-14-2019 Medical Blunders costing $7 Trillion dollars! 

12-14-2019 Harvard Medical School Pay My Bill, $7 Trillion dollars due; At the 
hospital this time, it was three days before the doctors were able to stop the 
sedating medications and remove the breathing tube. Once awake, the patient kept 
asking how this could have happened. She’d never had asthma. She’d never been 
allergic to anything. But now she had severe asthma and was allergic to not one but 
two painkillers. The doctors in the hospital had no answers and suggested she see 
an allergist. 

12-14-2019 Medical Blunders costing $7 Trillion dollars! 



12-14-2019 $7 Trillion dollar Rx Recipe; NSAIDs interrupt the chemical chain that 
leads to an inflammatory response; that’s how they relieve pain. This Rx cost $7 
Trillion. 

12-14-2019 AERD is aspirin, the oldest member of the NSAID family. She did 
indeed have polyps. She had AERD. It’s a common disorder; up to 15 percent of 
those with severe asthma have AERD. Strangely, the treatment for AERD is 
aspirin, the oldest member of the NSAID family. It’s not clear why, but a daily dose 
of aspirin, titrated as high as is tolerated without triggering symptoms, can both 
improve asthma control and slow down the regrowth of nasal polyps. The patient 
tried taking aspirin for several months, but nothing improved. In the five years 
since she was given this diagnosis, she has tried several medications. Some helped 
her sense of smell and taste, but none allowed her to start running — much less 
racing. A couple of months ago, the patient started a new medicine called 
Dupilumab. It’s a drug that targets a key step in the abnormal pathway to 
inflammation and swelling. She already feels much better. She’ll know she’s really 
back to her old self once she’s tough enough for her next Tough Mudder. 

12-14-2019 Pay My Bill; $7 Trillion dollars for a daily dose of aspirin that will be 
the miracle cure that wins the MD cook getting this Rx Recipe a Nobel in Medicine. 
Lucky for her patients on their way to the ER with a attack. Pay This Bill ASAP... 

12-14-2019 NYC Einstein Medical School Pay My Bill for $7 Trillion dollars; Tessa 
Majors 18 Killing: Boy, 13, is Arrested. He appeared in court on murder and 
robbery charges. Detectives believe two other teenagers took part in the stabbing, 
an official said. All 3 dress code of Air Jordan sneakers and a navy hoodie. Be on 
the look out! Antidote Rx Recipe will cost NYC City Hall $7 Trillion dollars. 



$7 Trillion dollar Pay Your Bill for Brain Surgery Rx Recipe by Dr. Lisa Sanders 
MD Time Person of the Year! Pay CERN $7 Trillion for their Time Diagnosis! 

$7 Trillion dollar Pay Your Bill for Brain Surgery Rx Recipe by Dr. Lisa Sanders 
MD Time Person of the Year! Pay CERN $7 Trillion for their Time Diagnosis! 

12-13-2019 Burn Units in the NY Times; Fiery Cop Cars, Hell No! A Volcano was 
pictured on the front page, not a fiery cop car which there were some yesterday 
and today we have headlines in the NY Times for skin. "New Zealand Seeks 
Human Skin to Treat Volcano Burn Victims" By RONI CARYN RABIN The 
volcanic explosion on White Island left 27 visitors with severe burns, some covering 
up to 95 percent of their bodies. Twenty-two are in critical condition. 10,000 have 
been burned in fiery wrecks since the invention of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 



Usually no recipients waiting for skin, as there may be for organs like kidneys, the 
sheets are usually wrapped in gauze, folded, packaged individually, labeled and 
frozen. Donated skin can be kept this way up to five years. Fiery Cop Cars - “Many 
of us are still coming to terms with what happened.” ...for $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues mostly for Mecca! God is Great $$$ 

12-13-2019 In Salahuddin Province, a roadside bomb killed two police officers, in 
NY, California 200 police officers burned in fiery wrecks writing a ticket on the 
side of the road in 2019. Another 200 in 2020 for Oil Riches of Iraqi in Salahuddin 
Province and Baghdad's $300 million a week in oil revenues! 

12-13-2019 West Point Medical School; NEWS ANALYSIS via Pink Cancers and 
Diseases Vaccines In A Polarized Gasoline Era, $777 Trillion for MIT War Toys 
and Qatar Trump Casino's world wide. Will Impeachment Become a ‘New 
Normal’? New Normal will be the West Point Medical School and Vaccines in 
bottled water, and Starbucks Latte's. New Normal for the Jews will be 1,001 IP 
invention projects for Exodus into the Universe. Paid for by Mecca, grin 

12-13-2019 "A Polarized Gasoinne Era World Wide all illegal;" "Smuggled 
Iranian Gas and a Predawn Dash Lead to Fiery Crash That Kills 13" In remote 
Pakistan, a fuel-loaded pickup that had evaded the police collided with a passenger 
bus around 4 a.m., officials say." By SALMAN MASOOD 



12-12-2019 Irresistible Miracle Cure, 4 Yale MD Wife's in a Legal Polygamous 
Marriage Driven in a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR to winning a Nobel in Medicine on 
Christmas Day 2019, 2020... 

12-13-2019 Obese Diseases; West Point Medical School Art of the Diagnosis. 
Family Behind Krispy Kreme Donates Millions to Obesity. 

12-13-2019 Pakistan's Yale and Harvard Law School's will be closed when the 2020 
Ford WindmillCar is driven into Pakistan. "Local news media reported that some 
lawyers carried weapons and fired in the air to spread panic. A police vehicle was 
set on fire during the violent standoff. More than 100 lawyers escalated their 
protest against a hospital in Lahore, Pakistan, and stormed the building. “They 
broke everything,” one hospital official" By Salman Masood 

12-13-2019 Infidel Trump and Ivanks con; For Trump, Impeachment May Be a 
Political Plus but Also a Personal Humiliation getting exposed being conned by 
Prince Salman for $4 Gas in the USA on the 4th of July. 

12-13-2019 1 million new gas stations in 2019 in China Ruined the Planet, when the 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR would have given us Exodus into the Universe, contact 
with Jewish Aliens at Sirius. Live streaming video of them! Chinese Aliens are 
millions of light years from Earth. 



12-13-2019 Qatar Mayor is building 40,000 Trump Towers a Year; Facing 
Homeless Crisis, New York Aims for 1,000 New Apartments a Year. By NIKITA 
STEWART, JEFFERY C. MAYS and MATTHEW HAAG NYC Killing of 
Barnard Student Tessa Majors Unnerves Campus and City. Freshman was fatally 
stabbed during an early-evening walk in Morningside Park. 1,001 other women 
were killed pulling into a gas station during a hold up in Miami, Cuba. She walking 
in the park when she was approached by one to three people near West 116th 
Street and Morningside Drive, Chief Harrison said. There was a struggle, and one 
of the attackers pulled out a knife and stabbed Ms. Majors several times, he said. 
The attackers fled and Ms. Majors staggered up a flight of stairs, out of the park 
and onto the street, where a school security guard found her and called 911. She 
was taken to Mount Sinai St. Luke’s hospital, where she died from her injuries, he 
said. Robert Inman Majors, is a novelist and teaches creative writing at James 
Madison University. As of Dec. 8, there had been 20 robberies inside Morningside 
Park or on its perimeter this year, compared to seven in the same period last year. 
Miami, Cuba gas station hold ups are censored. Since June, five people reported 
being robbed on or near the staircase at 116th Street and Morningside Drive, near 
the spot where Ms. Majors was killed. Recently, the police said, several teenagers 
had been arrested in a pattern of robberies in the area. The killing shocked the 
college and the NTC. Not the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 'Pink Women" 40,000 
Murdered via endless wars and no cure for Breast Cancer. "Murdered Women" 
20,000 in 2019 by the same endless wars in Baghdad not NYC. Pentagon Generals 
are at the Regis in NYC and Saddam Palace in Baghdad. "Tess, she wrote on 
Instagram on Oct. 11. A month earlier, the band had released an album called 
“Girl Problems.” 2 White Men at 1984 have murdered girl problem's in Hot Pink. 
"Police closed off Morningside Park, leaving it eerily empty. Numbered signs 
marked a winding path up a staircase, appearing to trace the final moments of Ms. 
Majors’ life." 

12-13-2019 UPDATE; 13-year-old boy was arrested and charged on Friday in 
connection with the killing of Tessa Majors, an 18-year-old Barnard student who 
was fatally stabbed while walking through a park near her campus, law 
enforcement officials said. The boy was charged with murder, robbery and 
criminal possession of a weapon, one official said. In his statements to the police, 
the boy, who lives in Harlem and is 5 feet 5 inches tall, had implicated himself in 
the attack but had not confessed, the official said. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ know 
he will kill someone again in prison or when he get out at 43 or 53. These 2 White 
Men Masterminded this 13 year old killer with gas stations in Harlem. 



12-13-2019 Gas and oil Pipelines under the ground will delay the start of 
construction on a pedestrian bridge above Fifth Avenue NYC. 

12-13-2019 "U.S. Troops Could Soon Be Able to Sue Over War Blunders since 
Vietnam and the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's... 

12-13-2019 The team used a number called the Gini coefficient to measure overall 
inequality among the crabs. top 1 percent of hermit crabs owned only about 3 
percent of the total shell weight. The notion that crabs can teach us about human 
wealth distribution “may be a little preposterous,” 

12-13-2019 'Pink Olivia Newton John' "Preposterous Pink" contrary to reason or 
common sense; utterly absurd or ridiculous. "a preposterous suggestion" Rx 
Recipe 4 trillion crunched at Los Alamos by 100,000 Scientists out of Gas via 
Mecca. Preposterous to let so many 'Pink USA Women' die a tortured death so the 
Generals at the West Point Medical School can sit around iMac and Mac Book 
Pro's Today at Saddam Palace in Baghdad counting their Oil Revenues not Pink 
Dead on the battlefields world wide. Preposterous in Pink! Put a end to all sports 
until a Rx Recipe that cure all stages of breast cancer is discovered. Chasing the 
Dream of a Helmet That Will Save Football... 2 White Men at 1984 HQ will save 
football before others invent a Rx Recipe Pink Latte for Starbucks Pink Women 
Players. 

Preposterous 1 inch windmill not a 100 foot GE Windmill Turbine Farm can power 
a cruise ships with -254 C super conductivity electric generators... West Point 
Medical Schools world wide are not preposterous either. 



Preposterous 1 inch windmill not a 100 foot GE Windmill Turbine Farm can power 
a cruise ships with -254 C super conductivity electric generators... West Point 
Medical Schools world wide are not preposterous either. 

12-13-2019 "Screens in the Classroom: Tool or Temptation to Watch Porn. Who is 
conditioned to watch Porn vs who reads the NY Times? Drunk or Sober like the 
Navy Admiral in the White House. Facebook and Google need to make public who 
watches porn and for how many hours in the last week. Apple employees at work 
watching porn should be posted at Apple.com Same as Amazon from what we 
know about Jeff Bezos he is a porn actor. People with dyslexia need 1 Click 
Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors for a Rx 
Recipe Cure. Cause of dyslexia could be a protein in the brain. Class and Caste is 
run “Take out your phone and type in this URL, and let’s go.” 



12-13-2019 Motorcycles are 29 times more deadly per passenger-mile than cars. Dr. 
Savage explained that young men and those under the influence of alcohol or drugs 
account for a disproportionate number of traffic fatalities. Every day, around 100 
people die on American roads in vehicular crashes. Censored from this NY Times 
article is the burns fiery wrecks. How many were drunks. Twenty-nine people 
werent’t so lucky — that’s the number of people who die in alcohol-related crashes 
on average every day in America. Sort out who is who. Ultimately, what you do 
with your life is a decision for you to make. As for me, I want 4 MD Wife's from 
Yale and to be driven to a Nobel in Medicine by the 4 Wife's. 

12-12-2019 Key West Christmas Day Weddings!!!! Miracle Cure's, 4 Yale MD 
Wife's in a Legal Polygamous Marriage Driven in a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR to 
winning a Nobel in Medicine on Christmas Day 2019, 2020... Nobel in Medicine 
Weddings!!!! 

12-12-2019 Rx Recipe Cure for Autism at the West Point Medical School. A School 
that Empowers!! iMac Pro $7,999 add to bag click here! Smell the Rx Perfume 
Recipe that cures Autism, Dementia, Altimers... 

12-12-2019 NY Times Headlines Today; "Turkey and Russia Judged Bigger Risk 
Than ISIS for U.S. Troops in Syria" When Ivanka is diagnosed with breast cancer 
'Pink' will be the Bigger Risk than all in Syria... 

Rubio's name in Saudi Arabia is Senator Infidel, President Infidel Trump is a 
prayer 5 times a day in Mecca. 



12-12-2019 "Pink War's' Officials from Saudi Arabia arrived at Naval Air Station 
Pensacola on Monday to meet with Saudi students who remained restricted to the 
base.Credit...F.B.I. By Mike Baker, Frances Robles and Dave Philipps 

12-12-2019 'Pink War's' Ending America’s Endless War's in Afghanistan 

Senators rule Pink Women can sue Mecca $$$ 

12-12-2019 Rx Recipe Cure for Autism at the West Point Medical School. A School 
that Empowers!! "A School Empowers a Single Mother of a Girl With Autism" 
"For years, Angela Terrero was anxious about raising her daughter, Astrid. Then 
she found a children’s center that supported them both." "State Department of 
Education referred Ms. Terrero to the Kennedy Children’s Center, which runs 
special education preschools in Manhattan and the Bronx. Ms. Terrero was able to 
enroll Astrid when the new school year started." Rx Recipe Cure for Autism at the 
West Point Medical School. A School that Empowers!! Kennedy Children’s Center, 
an affiliate of Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese of New York, hired her as a 
teacher’s aide at its Bronx location. She works with children with special needs, 
and is no longer anxious about raising Astrid." Rx Recipe Cure for Autism at the 
West Point Medical School. A School that Empowers!! By Sara Aridi NY Times 
"Donations to the Neediest Cases may be made online, or with a check or over the 
phone." NY Times Rx Recipe Cure for Autism at the West Point Medical School. A 
School that Empowers!! Send $7 Trillion to Los Alamos for the Rx Recipe Cure for 
Autism at the West Point Medical School. 



12-12-2019 Senator Marco Rubio said on Twitter that the attack in Pensacola 
“exposed serious flaws in our being conned as Rubio's name in Saudi Arabia is 
Senator Infidel, President Infidel Trump is a song in Mecca. All share the 
sentiments of Infidel. Pensacola shooter, identified as Second Lt. Mohammed 
Alshamrani, was influenced by Porn, hours and hours of porn with Navy Sailors. A 
report by the RAND Corporation raised questions about Porn Time in the Navy. 

12-12-2019 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's with Nobel Dents as Headlines; "With 
Many Dents to Its Image, Nobel Peace Prize Is Hit With a Few More" 

12-12-2019 iPhone GPS and Camera monitors for prisoners; Weinstein’s Bail Is 
Doubled Over Handling of Ankle Monitor 

12-12-2019 NYC Police Department statistics. There had been 298 murders this 
year compared with 275 at this time in 2018, police data showed. Tessa Majors, 
Barnard Student, 18, Is Fatally Stabbed Near Campus A freshman, she was killed 
during an armed robbery in Morningside Park. '1984' Mornings, Noon, Night, 299 
murders in NYC. Mobilization of '1984' Society dead. 



12-12-2019 Olivia Newton John on the 'Brink' of War. A Bitter Election Dispute 
Sends Afghanistan Back to the Brink. Are there any Pink Souls in the Pentagons 
War Rooms? 

Senators rule Pink Women can sue Mecca $$$ 

12-12-2019 Pink War, 40,000 Pink Dead in 2018 USA. In February 2018, about 500 
Syrian troops and dozens of vehicles, backed by Russian contractors, attacked the 
Conoco gas plant near Deir al-Zour. American commandos there, alongside 
Kurdish forces and backed by waves of American aircraft, fought back, killing 
hundreds of the fighters. Pink lawsuits against the Pentagon or King Salman, 
Mecca. Senators rule Pink Women can sue Mecca $$$ 

12-12-2019 Oil Cartels $1 Billion dollar bribes; The man who for years led 
Mexico’s war against drug traffickers was accused of taking millions in bribes from 
the Sinaloa Cartel. Swiss Bankers have know about these bribes for decades and 
decades and Geneva is in Switzerland the UN HQ is next to these Swiss Banks. 
Cozy $$$. 

12-12-2019 Cops can sue the Pentagon for fiery cop cars on the side or the road 
writing a ticket; U.S. Troops Could Soon Be Able to Sue Over Medical Blunders" 
"A must-pass spending bill in Congress would loosen the Feres doctrine, a bar to 
suing the government for injuries sustained on active duty. It is named for a heroic 
World War II paratrooper." By DAVE PHILIPPS War Crime Journalists at the 
NY Times burns in a Cop Car 1980 to 2020 the longest War for $777 Trillion in Oil 
Money. Dave Philipps covers veterans and the military, and is a winner of the 
Pulitzer Prize for National Reporting. Since joining the Times in 2014, he has 
covered the military community from the ground up. @David_Philipps • Facebook 



12-12-2019 Exodus Jews are Dead on this Battlefield! Israel Heads to Record Third 
Election, Extending Deadlock By DAVID M. HALBFINGER and ISABEL 
KERSHNER 

12-12-2019 Pentagon Top Brass Blunders of fiery Cop Cars for Saudi and Mecca 
Riches beyond belief! A War Crime! Burn Units not on the front page of invention 
projects for pain. In yesterdays VA MD article... Crime! 

12-12-2019 Many have been cramming for coming exams, 1,001 IP invention 
projects on 1 Click Amazon 

12-12-2019 NY Times Art of the Diagnosis Dr. Lisa Sanders MD is Time Person of 
the Year! Greta Thunberg Is Time Person of the Year after she gets her MD from 
Yale Key West Medical School or the West Point Medical School, grin. Time on the 



Cover of Time Time We MD's saved millions in 2020 with Dr. Lisa Sanders MD on 
the cover of Time as MD of the Year 1 million lives were saved by a MD from Yale! 

NY Times Art of the Diagnosis Dr. Lisa Sanders MD is Time Person of the Year! 

NY Times Art of the Diagnosis Dr. Lisa Sanders MD is Time Person of the Year! 

12-11-2019 City Hall NYC Key West no Red lights in the bike lane or license plates 
GPS for Bike riders. $ Cameras tickets for bike riders emailed. In recent months 
the city has installed a protected bike lane next to the curb on 55th Street in 
Manhattan, past two pricey hotels, the St. Regis New York, where one night in a 
suite costs as much as $4,695, and the Peninsula, where deluxe suites go for as 
much as $5,495 a night. Biking infrastructure with no NYC Red lights, GPS license 
plates, Red Light Cameras with tickets. Speed limits. 2 mph leave no Wake in the 
Ocean, grin. 



Christmas Interstellar Live Streaming Aliens Have Arrived in Time for the 
Holidays - Live Stream Video and Analysis of Merry Christmas Art of the 
Diagnosis at Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge iMac Mac Pro at $52,999. 

12-11-2019 $777 Trillion in oil riches in Mecca; Muslims in India 

12-11-2019 777 Rupees a week or month writing for the NY Times in India... 

12-11-2019 "Nobel Peace Laureate Says Facebook Media Sows Hate in Ethiopia 
and InventBook didn't Win a Nobel" 



12-12-2019 Pink is the Word of the Year; ‘They’ Is the Word of the Year, 
Merriam-Webster Says, Noting Its Singular Rise" By AMY HARMON 

12-11-2019 Paris got underway outside the gold-domed church at Invalides, where 
Napoleon is buried. “Everybody at the Paris Gas Stations are waiting for the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR Protest against the Elite Oil Men in Paris who own 1 million 
gas stations just in Paris. Sinister images of the French leader, emerging from 
flames of a fiery wreck at a gas station. Statistic on Paris fiery wrecks between 1980 
to 2020 is censored by the Paris NY Times Editors for bribes from French Oil Men. 
France has not completely shut down. Factories and businesses are running, cafes 
are open without any iMac or Mac Book Pro computer labs at Paris Starbucks 
with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects spelled out with specs and 
genius tutors. A Crime by the French Elite. Cure for Pink Cancer vs Macron Oil 
Company money spent on French Oil Wars in Africa. Another War Crime with the 
2020 Ford WindmillCar. The French Elite in Paris are functioning almost 
normally. 

12-11-2019 Strikes Spread Across France for 6th Day, but Government Defends Its 
Pension Plans - Plans for the $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues and Gas Stations Hold 
up loot by the Government of France Keeping the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR out of 
Paris! 

12-11-2019 Mexico Oil Cartels Bribed the rich ruling class into not wanting to 
drive the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR into Mexico city and breath clean air with their 
children. Ruling Class in Mexico let their kids breath soot and diesel exhaust for a 
Oil Money Bribe. Art of the Diagnosis on these Mexicans will be finished by God 
Architect of Mexico’s War on Cartels Is Accused of Taking Bribes From One - 
both take bribes from the Mexican Owned Oil Company $$$ 



12-11-2019 Swiss Banks; Iran Banks Burned, Then Customer Accounts Were 
Exposed Online, Swiss Banks and Trump and Ivanka have $777 Billion in a Secret 
Swiss Bank account. 

12-11-2019 USA Supreme Court May Back Health Insurers Kaiser AARP in $777 
Trillion Oil God's Case, Pink Case was rejected by the USA Supreme court. A war 
crime in the war on cancer. 

12-11-2019 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's in the USA, “a massive government bait-
and-switch.” 

12-11-2019 Porn Stash Porn Time Time spent watching porn should be made 
public like the Iran Bank accounts and Swiss Bank accounts. Edwin S. Kneedler, a 
lawyer for the federal government, All gov Lawyers and Supreme Court Justices 
Porn Time Time spent watching porn should be posted online. Made Public. 



12-11-2019 Porn Stash was the cause of the Navy Shooting and the Pentagon will 
not limit this today. After Pensacola Shooting, Pentagon Restricts Training for 
Saudi Military Students but not the Porn Stash they look at all day. By PATRICIA 
MAZZEI and ERIC SCHMITT 

12-11-2019 Edwin S. Kneedler, a lawyer for the federal government, said a 
statutory promise to cover the companies’ losses was ineffective without a separate 
congressional appropriation of money. “The appropriations clause of the 
Constitution is central to this case,” he said, referring to a provision that says, “No 
money shall be drawn from the Treasury, but in consequence of appropriations 
made by law.” 

12-11-2019 Edwin S. Kneedler, a lawyer for the federal government, $777 Trillion 
in a separate congressional appropriation of money... from King and Prince 
Salman to keep the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR off the roads in the USA, a crime by 
100 senators. High Crimes and spin off Pink Crimes against Olivia Newton John 
and Steve Jobs. 

12-11-2019 Oil sold in the marketplaces from 1980 at the Jimmy Carter Plains gas 



station .18 cents a gallon to $4 a gallon on the 4th of July 2020 Masterminded by 
Jimmy Carter and the Late Teddy Kennedy. A Crime. Trump inherited these Gas 
Stations Trillions in Loot $$$ Jimmy Carters Peanut Plantation owners 
sophistication against Teddy Kennedy the DUI killer of his Girl Friend. Getting out 
of this DUI was high sophistication! 

12-11-2019 DUI Kennedy Justice is meaningless, spin off by the Elite Ruling Class 
kept drinking at Kennedy's Bar killing 100's of girl friends in DUI. 

12-11-2019 iPhone iDash Cam will keep all DUI Drivers from Driving and a Rx 
Recipe for DUI Bottled water will keep all from getting drunk. This IP invention 
projects will be up on Amazon 1 Click soon as Jeff Besoz sobers up to the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR spin off inventions accessories 

12-11-2019 As Rivals Fight for Control of Libya, Erdogan Says Turkey May Jump 
In For $777 Trillion in Libya Oil Revenues! 

12-11-2019 Jump into 1,001 IP invention projects like vaccines in Bottled Water 



and drinking water for the count, stats to win you a Nobel. By David Robert 
Grimes "Terminally Ill at 25, and Fighting Fake News on Vaccines" In 2015, an 
anti-vaccination campaign in Ireland caused a sudden fall in the uptake of the HPV 
vaccine. Then Laura Brennan got involved. 

12-11-2019 HPV vaccine and Penicillin in the drinking water or bottled water is a 
Nobel Prize with stats! 

12-11-2019 Gina has the audio; NY Times didn't publish it in this article today. 
Members of Second Lt. Mohammed Saeed Alshamrani’s family speaking to men 
outside their family’s home in Al Ahsa, Saudi Arabia, on Tuesday. Pentagon 
announced on Tuesday that it was suspending operational training for all of the 
nearly 900 Saudi military students in the United States. $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues is still flowing into the Pentagon. $$$ Pentagon with extremist activity 
online for gas station on military bases world wide. The Saudi Kingdom cannot 
afford to lose Pentagon gasoline sale for the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR sales. The 
Sauidi shooter on the Navy base visited mom During that visit, relatives said, he 
took his mother to the holy city of Mecca to perform the umrah, a type of 
pilgrimage that many Muslims routinely undertake. 

12-11-2019 Gina has the audio; Jimmy Carter Nobel Peace Prize; death bed 
confession about .18 cent a gallon gas selling for $4 a gallon. Nobel Peace Prize 
Winner Defends Myanmar in Genocide Case. After hearing a roll call of horrors 
inflicted on Rohingya Muslims, Daw Aung San Suu Kyi took the stand to state 
Myanmar’s case. 



12-11-2019 Austin Frakt is director of the Partnered Evidence-Based Policy 
Resource Center at the V.A. Boston Healthcare System; associate professor with 
Boston University’s School of Public Health; and adjunct associate professor with 
the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health. He blogs about the Pain of WW 
III 1,001 Nukes going off fighting over who sells their oil Iran or the USA. Pain in 
the Brain. Brain Surgeon Katrina will be Time Person of the Year for the Miracle 
cure of the Pain thinking about the fleet of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs with 40 
H-Bombs on each sub. Yes Porn Stash Navy trainees from Saudi Arabia are on a 
few of these USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs today watching Porn. Grin. Pentagon 
Suspends Operational Training for All Saudi Military Students. Review: The 
Military’s Illusions About Trump, Oil Money in Saudi Arabia, God, Exodus 
Invention Projects by Jews inventing on InventBook and 1 Click Amazon in 
Starbuck with iMac's. West Point Medical School. 

12-11-2019 Love, like safety, can also ease pain. For example, a study published in 
Pain Medicine found that people who spend a greater portion of their day thinking 
about a romantic partner experience more pain reduction when viewing pictures of 
that partner than those less preoccupied with their partner. Other studies show 
that pain is reduced when partners hold hands. Love Pain to be married to a Brain 
Surgeon Women MD in a Legal Polygamous Marriage in the USA not Saudi 
Arabia driven in a 2020 Ford WindmillCar to win work on Pain for a Nobel and 
cover of Time. 



12-10-2019 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's accessory of the Mac Pro Display XDR as 
your iPhone iDash Cam monitors. Inside and Outside. Night Vision Driving your 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR. XDR. Dynamic range to the extreme. The contrast your 
eyes see between brightness and darkness is very challenging to reproduce in a 
display, leading to the development of High Dynamic Range (HDR). With 
breakthrough backlighting technology, Pro Display XDR takes brightness, 
contrast, and color to a new level. Far beyond HDR, it’s Extreme Dynamic Range 
(XDR). Boeing 737 night flying on instruments in your 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 

Rx Penicillin bottled water safe to drink every day like Coke but better for your 
immune system. 



Mac Pro Cube with feet. $5,999 memory 768GB (6x128GB) of DDR4 ECC memory 
$14,000. Email this memory recipe to Amazon 1 click IP invention projects. ASAP. 
Or email to tips@nytimes.com 

12-11-2019 New Mac Pro. On Sale today at Apple.com Rack Mounted $6,499 Mac 
Pro Shop Rack Mounted Case's on Amazon. Shop 1,001 IP invention projects on 1 
Click Amazon with specs and Genius tutors. 
3.5GHz 8-core Intel Xeon W processor, Turbo Boost up to 4.0GHz 
32GB (4x8GB) of DDR4 ECC memory 



Pentagon Christmas Mobilization of iMac and Mac Book Pro Gifts to work on 
Christmas Day. 



12-10-2019 Muslims who have $777 Trillion in oil riches in Mecca; "India Steps 
Toward Making Naturalization Harder for Muslims" By JEFFREY 
GETTLEMAN and SUHASINI RAJ Raj does not make 777 rupees a week or 
month writing for the NY Times. 

12-10-2019 Live Stream Video and Analysis of Merry Christmas 

Live Streaming video public can copy and paste clips of the bike path in NYC with 
no Red Light Cameras, No speed limits, leave No Wake 2 mph in the Waters and at 
the St. Regis New York, where one night in a suite costs as much as $4,695, and the 
Peninsula. No license plate GPS for bike riders in NYC or Key West. No Cell # to 
speed call as they pass by without stopping... at the hit and run! GPS map Google 
of their bike ride. 

12-10-2019 City Hall NYC Key West no Red lights in the bike lane or license plates 
GPS for Bike riders. $ Cameras tickets for bike riders emailed. In recent months 
the city has installed a protected bike lane next to the curb on 55th Street in 
Manhattan, past two pricey hotels, the St. Regis New York, where one night in a 
suite costs as much as $4,695, and the Peninsula, where deluxe suites go for as 
much as $5,495 a night. Biking infrastructure with no NYC Red lights, GPS license 
plates, Red Light Cameras with tickets. Speed limits. 2 mph leave no Wake in the 
Ocean, grin. 

iMac's and Mac Book Pro's ########################### How many does Apple 
have in inventory Amazon could deliver by Christmas Day? Paid for by Qatar-
Trump Oil Company gas station hold up's of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's... all. 

Christmas Interstellar Live Streaming Aliens Have Arrived in Time for the 
Holidays - Live Stream Video and Analysis of Merry Christmas 



Irresistible 4 Yale MD Wife's in a Legal Polygamous Marriage Driven in a 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR to winning a Nobel in Medicine. 

Key West The Great Recycling Con, your plastic bottles are recycled into fuel for 
cooking tofu in Asia and all the particles, deadly ones end up in the tofu and air the 
cook breaths. Con as the Top Brass knew this a long long time ago. 

By Ross Douthat "Lies Have Kept Us in Afghanistan. But the Truth May Not Set 
Us Free." Exodus will set the Jews free from Earth War Lords in Afghanistan! 

Jewish Exodus should outweigh its potential risks, as the Elite Oil Money Jews into 
Afghanistan War's must be defeated. 

12-10-2019 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's; As President Trump faces impeachment by 
the House, it is the very concept of truth that often seems to be on trial. By PETER 
BAKER Page A1 Peter at the NY Times writes about the concept of truth in War 
Crimes, Pink and Gasoline Money for the Qatar Trump Casino's World Wide. 



12-10-2019 Qatar Trump Casino Assisted Living Centers; In France the poverty 
rate among those older than 65 is less than 5 percent, largely because of the pension 
system, while in the United States it approaches 20 percent, thanks to Oil Revenue 
Kickbacks and bribes, perks, not given to those in poverty by the richest 
Billionaires, Bill Gates second home is in Dubai not Key West. 

12-10-2019 Mr. Macron already faced a near-death experience for his government 
because of protests last year by the 'Pink Vest' movement. They were tamed with a 
massive infusion of "OIL Cash", fierce police imprisonment. Near Death is 
Macron's Pink Women Censored form all French and Paris Headlines by the NY 
Times and Paris Times. Olivia Newton John will visit Paris in her near death 
breast cancer ignored by the Paris Elite Men. 

12-10-2019 Mr. Macron The Fury in France in French Pink Women put to death 
and tortured with no Rx Recipe for a Breast cancer cure yet French Men Own the 
Government Total Oil Company and French Casino's. Fury of French women 
driving the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR to a Pink Rx Recipe Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer decades late... Oui! 

12-10-2019 MD Central is not CBS Comedy Central @ West Point Medical School 
merge with Dr. Universe MD not the British Dr. Who. CBS merged with its sibling 
company, Viacom, last week in a $25 billion deal that united the country’s largest 
television network with the Paramount film studios and a clutch of cable channels 
that include MTV and Comedy Central. 



12-10-2019 West Point Medical School MD's will on CBS this season... 

12-10-2019 West Point Medical School MD's will declare War on Denmark, which 
ranks among the world’s top pork exporters. NY Times wrote this without any pig 
diseases from all this pork and deaths. Immunity to export pork and not be libel for 
spoiled meat people eat and get sick. “For the sake of humanity, they need to take 
some responsibility for their role in this crisis before it’s too late,” The West Point 
Medical School! 

12-10-2019 Amazon 1 Click to AI Smart Star Wars at Galaxy Edge Antibiotics in 
USA Bottled Water; Cutting back on antibiotics has become something of a 
competitive sport among Danish farmers, who can check their usage against that of 
neighboring farmers with monthly government data. Disease and sickness statistics 
were censored in this NY Times article on pigs in Danish farms, piglets that 
sometimes leads to infectious diarrhea. Sometimes the rest is censored by the NY 
Times. Farmers whose profit margins are often razor thin like Oil in Saudi Arabia 
$1 Billion a month for 'Pigs' in Animal Farm. Did Orwell eat Ham? Ever get sick. 
Every write about the sickness in London. "Down and Out in Paris and London" 

12-10-2019 1,000,000 sick; It was 7 a.m. on Independence Day when a doctor told 
Rose and Roger Porter Jr. that their daughter could die within hours. For nearly a 
week, Mikayla, 10, had suffered intensifying bouts of fever, diarrhea and stabbing 
stomach pains. That morning, the Porters rushed her to a clinic where a doctor 
called for a helicopter to airlift her to a major medical center. West Point Medical 
School. The gravity of the girl’s illness was remarkable given its commonplace 
source. She had gotten food poisoning at a pig roast from meat her parents had 
bought at a local butcher in McKenna, Wash., and spit-roasted, as recommended, 
for 13 hours. 200 people reported ill in the summer of 2015 in Washington State 
from tainted pork — victims of the fastest-growing salmonella variant in the 
United States, a strain that is particularly dangerous because it is resistant to 



antibiotics. 1 Click Amazon IP invention project to kill salmonella with specs and 
genius tutors is not up and running because Jeff Besoz if fighting with the Pentagon 
over Bill Gates and Trump con. 

12-10-2019 Detective Hunt by West Point Medical School MD; not your country 
health dept, grin! Detective hunt by public health authorities that was crippled by 
weak, loophole-ridden laws and regulations — and ultimately blocked by farm 
owners who would not let investigators onto their property and by their politically 
powerful allies in the pork industry. 

12-10-2019 Dr. Parthapratim Basu, a former chief veterinarian of the Agriculture 
Department’s Food Safety and Inspection Service, said the pork industry regularly 
thwarted access... to the West Point Medical School MD Generals. 

12-10-2019 1 Click Amazon links to IP invention projects; There are 2,500 different 
types of salmonella. The one that infected Mikayla is called 4,5,12:i-minus. 

12-10-2019 War in Iowa found that workers on pig farms were six times more 
likely to carry multidrug-resistant staph infections, notably MRSA. A study in 
North Carolina found that children of pig workers were twice as likely to carry 
MRSA than children whose parents didn’t work in a swine operation. Those germs 
can also wind up on pork sold to consumers. An analysis of government data by the 
Environmental Working Group, a research organization, found that 71 percent of 
pork chops at supermarkets in the United States carried resistant bacteria, second 
only to ground turkey, at 79 percent. 



12-10-2019 Guzley Jr., a police officer, ate pork at a restaurant in Seattle, and at 2 
a.m. threw up in the shower. The medical ordeal that followed was so excruciating 
— vomiting, diarrhea, bleeding, a fever of 103.9 degrees, dehydration and multiple 
hospital visits — “If you stack up all the pain from being so sick it's 'Combat' and 
the 'Pigs' are winning the war. 

12-10-2019 Pig Farm Owners and Peanut Plantation owners like Jimmy Carter; 
Immunity from War Crimes! 178 known infections, with 29 people hospitalized, 
but the outbreak was petering out. The investigation ended, Dr. Lindquist said, 
“with a whimper.” 

12-10-2019 “During the outbreak, I heard from restaurants, patients, the 
slaughterhouse, the U.S.D.A., F.D.A., the Department of Agriculture in 
Washington and Montana, the health department in Montana and the health 
department in Washington State,” Dr. Lindquist said. “I did not hear from the Pig 
Farms Owners $$$.” 

12-10-2019 $10 million in MD bills; Rare Whiskey Collection Expected to Fetch $10 
Million at Auction Richard Gooding, a Colorado businessman who died in 2014, 
collected more than 3,900 bottles over two decades. 

12-10-2019 $10 million in MD bills; Rare Whiskey - A IBM Super Computer 
Simulation would give us the exact cost of 3,900 bottles of whiskey served to the 
public. 



12-10-2019 Rx without the recipe in the box!! Serious adverse events. A reporting 
form with instructions can be found at www.fda.gov/medwatch. This is the first of 
two columns about drug side effects. 

12-10-2019 Rx without the recipe Serious adverse events because the gov did not 
require the Rx Recipe in the box! 

12-10-2019 Rx Recipes for Girl Scouts the last decade, No! 

12-10-2019 1980 Home; Home Extensions Can Create an Identity as Well as Space, 
Home Gym, Home Theater Big Screen Tv Era. Home Health Extensions will be 
Era of the West Point Medical School Library and Book Store a part of Amazon 
Books of course. Porn Time will not be censored like in the NY Times Health 
section today. 

12-10-2019 Recipe's needed, Mac Pro Cube with feet. $5,999 memory 768GB 
(6x128GB) of DDR4 ECC memory $14,000. Email this memory recipe to Amazon 1 
click IP invention projects. ASAP. Or email to tips@nytimes.com 



12-10-2019 New Mac Pro. On Sale today at Apple.com Rack Mounted $6,499 Mac 
Pro Shop Rack Mounted Case's on Amazon. Shop 1,001 IP invention projects on 1 
Click Amazon with specs and Genius tutors. 
3.5GHz 8-core Intel Xeon W processor, Turbo Boost up to 4.0GHz 
32GB (4x8GB) of DDR4 ECC memory 
Radeon Pro 580X with 8GB of GDDR5 memory 
256GB SSD storage Stainless steel frame with feet 

12-10-2019 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's accessory of the Mac Pro Display XDR as 
your iPhone iDash Cam monitors. Inside and Outside. Night Vision Driving your 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR. XDR. Dynamic range to the extreme. The contrast your 
eyes see between brightness and darkness is very challenging to reproduce in a 
display, leading to the development of High Dynamic Range (HDR). With 
breakthrough backlighting technology, Pro Display XDR takes brightness, 
contrast, and color to a new level. Far beyond HDR, it’s Extreme Dynamic Range 
(XDR). Boeing 737 night flying on instruments in your 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 

12-9-2019 Rx Penicillin bottled water safe to drink every day like Coke but better 
for your immune system. 





12-9-2019 Pentagon Christmas Mobilization of iMac and Mac Book Pro Gifts to 
work on Christmas Day. DOD $$$ What Did the U.S. Get for $2 Trillion in 
Afghanistan? An assessment of spending on the war finds there is little to show for 
it. 

12-9-2019 Live Stream Video and Analysis of Trump Oil Company and the 2020 
Ford WindmillCar. 2020 Christmas Day with the Disney Car's Pictured with 
Windmills, Merry Christmas USA. 



12-9-2019 Live Stream Video and Analysis of Merry Christmas iMac's and Mac 
Book Pro's ########################### How many does Apple have in 
inventory Amazon could deliver by Christmas Day? 

12-9-2019 iMac Pro $4,999 

12-9-2019 256GB 2666MHz DDR4 ECC Memory $4,800 

12-9-2019 Hidden cost of Rx Recipe for the Memory of a MD for everyone on 
Earth, $5 Starbucks Rx Memory Latte. 

12-9-2019 Boost your memory; 2.3GHz 18-core Intel Xeon W processor, Turbo 
Boost up to 4.3GHz $2,800 

12-9-2019 Hidden cost; WW III Pilots bombing the Pink Hospitals world wide! 

12-9-2019 Pentagon 5,181 foreign students from 153 countries in various training 
programs F-15 mostly. 



12-9-2019 Merry Christmas iMac's and Mac Book Pro's 
########################### How many does Apple have in inventory Amazon 
could deliver by Christmas Day? 

12-9-2019 Pentagon Christmas Mobilization of iMac and Mac Book Pro Gifts to 
work on Christmas Day writing about 1,001 IP invention projects to cure cancer 
and diseases world wide. 

12-9-2019 Navy NAS sue's King Salman before Christmas for the Base killings with 
spin off bone saw's from the Prince. Prince Harry and we can sue Prince Harry for 
$777 Trillion he got from BP Oil bribes. 

12-9-2019 Olivia Newton John; North Korea Turns Up Pressure on the United 
States for Concessions By CHOE SANG-HUN and DAVID E. SANGER 

12-9-2019 Pink Olivia Newton John will be in the Peace Treaty, End to the War 
between North and South Korea will have a final statements at the ending as the 
End to This War stimulates all 3 side work to get a Rx Pink Recipe for the Rx Pink 
Latte at Starbucks. 

12-9-2019 Call it a crime of Passion in War... 



12-9-2019 Pink Pardon by Trump for War crimes in the War on Cancer; Trump 
Brings 2 Officers He Cleared of War Crimes On stage at Fund-Raiser" By 
MAGGIE HABERMAN $$$ Pink Fund Raiser was cancelled until Ivanka is 
diagnosed with Breast Cancer. Trump is demeaning Pink women war and Funds 
for the Rx Recipe Pink! 

12-9-2019 FBI said that of those who were detained, “some one or two were 
filming” the shooting. The NY Times had no comments about not posting the video 
on the front page of the digital NY Times. 

12-9-2019 West Point military academy used a flag with a skull and crossbones and 
“G.F.B.D.”, which stands for “God Forgives, Brothers Don’t.” The slogan has been 
associated with "Warrior" supremacist's like 1984 War Connotations. War is 
Good. 

12-9-2019 The Eight Counts of Impeachment should be Spelled out with all we 
know about the Nearest 8 Stars! 

12-9-2019 Star Wars War Crimes Trials at Disney Galaxy Edge will pack in the 
crowds... grin. Looking back to 2020. 

12-9-2019 Navy Porn at NAS time spent watching porn by Saudi F-15 Students and 
Navy Pilots - CIA Gina looking over this database of time spent she is laughing.... 
out loud asking her boss about his porn time. 



12-9-2019 “Porn Stash” this must be something Orwellian at the Navy base. Lots of 
Porn time, grin. Lt. Mohammed Alshamrani, a new report emerged that the Saudi 
trainee filed a formal complaint earlier this year against one of his instructors, who 
left him “infuriated” in class by tagging him with a derogatory nickname. The 
complaint, quoted in a communication circulated among people connected to the 
flight training, said that the instructor referred to Lieutenant Alshamrani as “Porn 
Stash” “Porn Stash” — spelled that way in the complaint — in an apparent 
reference to the mustache of a porn actor. Navy Instructor “Laughing, he 
continued to ask, ‘What? Have you not seen a porn star before?’”night before the 
attack, Lieutenant Alshamrani showed videos of mass shootings at a dinner party" 
"earlier, he and three other Saudi military trainees were in New York City, visiting 
several museums and Rockefeller Center." Mr. Day, the Navy Day Labor Temp 
F-15 Instructor but he continued to instruct students, the person said. About a 
week after the incident in April, Lieutenant Alshamrani was paired with Mr. Day 
for simulated flight training, according to a schedule reviewed by The Times. He 
again complained to CAE managers, and the session was canceled and rescheduled 
with a different instructor. "gunman, with a posting shortly before the attack that 
was critical of America’s support for Israel, as well as the “invasion” of other 
countries by United States troops. The statement, which quoted Osama bin Laden, 
accused the United States of “committing crimes not only against Muslims but also 
humanity.” Nothing about the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. FBI said that of those who 
were detained, “some one or two were filming” the shooting. 

12-9-2019 The Great Recycling Con burning your plastic to fuel the furnace that 
cooks tofu in Asia with the particle of plastic in their Tofu and the King or 
President makes money to spend in the Qatar Trump Casino from this con. 

12-9-2019 The best con Kerry must talk about in Boston is Trump-Prince Salman 
Con... 

12-9-2019 MD Con Game that is legal only because the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR is 
not an Ambulance with Star Wars Life Saving accessories not yet invention yet on 
1 Click Amazon links with specs and genius tutors for 1,001 WindmillAmbulance 
accessories. If we want to tame the costs in our $3 trillion health system, we’ve got 
to rein in this behavior, which is fraud by any other name. Not really fraud but Oil 
Revenue War Crime. $777 Trillion is a lot of money. Dr. Elisabeth Rosenthal MD, 
a former New York Times correspondent, is the editor in chief of Kaiser Health 
News, the author of “An American Sickness: How Healthcare Became Big Business 
and How You Can Take It Back” and a contributing opinion writer. "Conned 
Medical Bills today, Why do insurers pay? Partly because insurers have no way to 
know whether you got a particular item or service. But also because it’s not worth 
their time to investigate the millions of medical interactions they write checks for 
each day. Despite the advertised concern about your well-being, as one benefits 



manager enlightened me: They’re “too big to care about you.” "My husband, 
Andrej, flew over his bicycle’s handlebars when he hit a pothole at high speed on a 
Sunday ride in Washington. He was unconscious and lying on the pavement when I 
caught up with him minutes later. The result: six broken ribs, a collapsed lung, a 
broken finger, a broken collarbone and a broken shoulder blade." City Hall scans 
every license plate, why didn't they scan for every pot hole instead? F-35 Radar 
that scan's for pot holes invention. "Andrej’s E.R. bill was a $7,143.99 trauma 
activation fee. What was that for, since every component of his care had been billed 
and billed handsomely? Among the line items: $3,400 for a high-level E.R. visit. 
$1,030 for the trauma surgeon." 

12-9-2019 Trauma surgeon, cancer surgeons next trauma will be the Rx Recipe 
Pink that cures all stages of Breast cancer in 8 days. This will cost $7 Trillion payed 
to Los Alamos Scientist 100,000 of them all smart as Oppenheimer but working on 
cancer not A-Bombs. 

12-9-2019 West Point Medical School would have made Hepatitis A shots 
mandatory for everyone in the USA. "UCF medical students give free Hep A shots, 
care to homeless" ORLANDO (AP) — For more than nine months now, a group of 
volunteer UCF medical students have been giving free hepatitis A shots to the 
homeless in Orlando. Once a month, on a Tuesday. 

12-9-2019 NY Times time spent watching porn by the Editors and others in a chart 
in tomorrows headlines. Then who buys the most Florida lotto tickets and how 
much do they spend have they spent. 

12-9-2019 City Hall NYC no Red lights in the bike land or license plates GPS for 
Bike riders. $ Cameras tickets for bike riders emailed. In recent months the city 
has installed a protected bike lane next to the curb on 55th Street in Manhattan, 
past two pricey hotels, the St. Regis New York, where one night in a suite costs as 
much as $4,695, and the Peninsula, where deluxe suites go for as much as $5,495 a 
night. Biking infrastructure with no NYC Red lights, GPS license plates, Red Light 
Cameras with tickets. Speed limits. 



12-9-2019 How many Trillions will Trump let the murdered sue Salman for, not 
even $1 Billion you know this and the NY Times will censor this too. 

12-9-2019 Sue NAS for letting a Saudi into the Base $$$ Saudi God is Great fatally 
shot three people at Naval Air Station Pensacola. 

12-9-2019 Sue DOD $$$ What Did the U.S. Get for $2 Trillion in Afghanistan? An 
assessment of spending on the war finds there is little to show for it. 1 million Pink 
USA women dead on the Afghanistan Battlefields this will be pictured on the front 
page of the NY Times tomorrow. 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's worth $2 Trillion. 
Lost to warriors. Prince Harry and we can sue Prince Harry for $777 Trillion he 
got from BP Oil bribes. ha 

12-9-2019 How to Manage Your Career in this 1984 Society, Marry 4 Yale MD 
women and work on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine, to create this society. 

12-9-2019 Driven by the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's! Hell No... “Driven by oil, 
money, weapons sales, a good deal of Saudi flattery, Trump has created a virtually 
impenetrable zone of immunity for Saudi Arabia.” Driven by the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's invented in the USA. Trump Driven by Oil Money for Saudi 
Arabia. 

12-9-2019 Merry Christmas iMac's and Mac Book Pro's 
########################### How many does Apple have in inventory Amazon 



could deliver by Christmas Day? 

12-9-2019 iMac Pro $4,999 

12-8-2019 Argument; 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Driven on the Navy Base, or 
Saudi Gas Stations on the Navy Base Made Public. Royal Caribbean recently 
introduced an augmented reality adventure experience called Expedition Two70. 
Expedition Two70 allows guests to play four immersive augmented reality games. 
The experience was added to the Royal Caribbean’s Anthem of the Seas and is 
being added to the Quantum of the Seas. Exodus is being added by the Jews to the 
Universe Ocean Seas. Augmented reality game of Art of the Diagnosis is being 
added by Dr. Lisa Sanders in the NY Times section Health and Hospital Ships to 
sail on Royal Caribbean's ships. 

12-8-2019 3 years in Medical School at the NY Times Medical School; Editors Put 
this Idea to become a MD to cure her disease to Death, this is a War Crime. 
"Almost three years had passed since two journalists from The New York Times — 
the photographer Lynsey Addario and I — began spending time with Vervoort to 
chronicle the end of her life, to observe a top athlete taking control of her destiny in 
an extraordinary fashion." She had come close to scheduling her euthanasia on 
multiple occasions, but had always switched course, found a reason to put it off. 
But none was going to Medical School at Yale. Doctors were bewildered. They 
attached labels to her worsening condition — reflex sympathetic dystrophy, 
progressive tetraplegia — and noticed a deformity between her fifth and sixth 
cervical vertebrae. But they could never fully understand why the pain had started, 
or why her eyesight was failing, or why she was having intermittent seizures. All 
the while her pain grew, often feeling like a muscle cramp coursing through her 
entire body. Did Art of the Diagnosis Army of Elite Yale MD's get to diagnosis a 
cause, cure, or diagnosis, Hell No! Belgium, a country of 11 million people, where 
2,357 patients underwent euthanasia in 2018. Belgium is not Yale Medical School. 
Until then, Vervoort said, the prospect of getting a diagnosis at Yale never entered 
her mind. Dr. Distelmans and another doctor wheeled Vervoort into her bedroom, 
where pictures of her in her racing days had been taped to the door, and helped her 
into bed. She spent a final moment with her parents, her godmother and two of her 
best friends. “Are you sure you want to continue?” one of the doctors said. “Yes, I 
want to continue,” she said. The time of death was recorded as 8:15 p.m. The 
doctor touched A Nobel in Medicine, 1,001 Nobels in Medicine all Yale MD's. 
Belgium MD's are not Yale MD's Elite! 



12-8-2019 At Japan’s Most Elite University, Just 1 in 5 Students Is a Woman" 
"Enrollment of women at the University of Tokyo has hovered around 20 percent 
for nearly two decades, a gender disparity that extends across many top 
universities. 

12-8-2019 Friends warned that she was spoiling her marriage prospects. Men, they 
said, would be intimidated by a diploma from Todai, as the university is known in 
Japan. 

12-8-2019 Intimidated by 4 Yale MD women in a Legal Polygamous Marriage 
driven to Win a Nobel In Medicine!!!! 

12-8-2019 Women at Todai is a byproduct of deep-seated gender inequality in 
Japan, where women are still not expected to achieve as much as men and 
sometimes hold themselves back from educational opportunities. 

12-8-2019 Women at the Pentagon are a byproduct of Warriors on Earth not the 
Universe. 

12-8-2019 Pentagon Video of the Attack Sanctioned in the NY Times article today; 
Matt Gaetz, a Republican whose congressional district includes Pensacola and has 



been kept abreast of the investigation. “The filming and potential attempts at 
publication show that this was an attack intended for theatrical effect to terrorize. 
It is the definition of terrorism.” Pentagon Video of the Attack Sanctioned in the 
NY Times article today; name of the General who would not let the NY Times show 
this video was not in the article. 

12-8-2019 Pentagon 5,181 foreign students from 153 countries in various training 
programs. None MD's. Bone Saw Class for Non MD's in Torture 101 at West 
Point... $ All 5,181 have more money than Greg in Key West. 

12-8-2019 "Release of Trump’s Banking Records Delayed by Justice Ruth Bader 
Ginsburg" By NEIL VIGDOR 

12-8-2019 Release of News about the Pink Manhattan Project Rx Recipe Pink Latte 
that cures breast cancer in all stages in 8 days at Starbucks by Justice Ruth Bader 
Ginsburg" By NEIL VIGDOR Yes this is a true story Trump can't call a False 
Story as there are no NY Times from page picture of story of this Rx Recipe Pink 
Manhattan Project in Sunday Times... just a women being put to death by MD's 
who never thought of Driving to get a Nobel in Medicine. It's Time to drive the NY 
Times to the 2020 Ford Exodus WindmillCAR with Pink accessories that 
confiscated $777 Trillion from Saudi Air Men in Florida. How many Trillions will 
Trump let the murdered sue Salman for, not even $1 Billion you know this and the 
NY Times will censor this too. 

12-8-2019 Sue NAS for letting a Saudi into the Base $$$ Saudi God is Great fatally 
shot three people at Naval Air Station Pensacola. 

12-8-2019 The Price of selling Oil in an Age of 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's; "The 
Price of Recycling Old Laptops: Toxic Fumes in Thailand’s Lungs. Despite a ban 
on imports, Thailand is a center of the booming e-waste industry in Southeast Asia, 
frightening residents worried for their health." 



12-8-2019 Greg in Key West at Starbucks; For most of us, the fear of being heavily 
surveilled at computer writing work is unwarranted. It's warranted for Greg in 
Key West at Starbucks. Assume your work computer is monitored and act 
accordingly writing all the daily goings on about the secret files on the 
WindmillCAR sanctions by Trump-Putin-King Salman and the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff Generals! Wow! 

12-8-2019 Even if you are King or Prince Salman, or Putin; even if you feel like you 
have job security with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues Paris Revolutions will happen 
again and again. Down and out in Paris and London by Orwell is just Down and 
Out in London with Queen Elizabeth and BP Oil Men. Mr. Klosowski is a staff 
writer at Wirecutter, a product recommendation site owned by The New York 
Times Company. "1,001 IP Invention Projects" is not owned by the NY Times, 
Why? iMac, Mac Book Pro computer lab for the public in the lobby of the NY 
Times is not up and running for Christmas Nobels. Merry Christmas. 

12-8-2019 256GB 2666MHz DDR4 ECC Memory $4,800 

12-8-2019 Hidden cost of Rx Recipe for the Memory of a MD for everyone on 
Earth, $5 Starbucks Rx Memory Latte. 

12-8-2019 Boost your memory; 2.3GHz 18-core Intel Xeon W processor, Turbo 
Boost up to 4.3GHz $2,800 



12-8-2019 Hidden cost; WW III Pilots bombing the Pink Hospitals world wide! 

12-8-2019 Pentagon 5,181 foreign students from 153 countries in various training 
programs F-15 mostly. 

12-8-2019 Merry Christmas iMac's and Mac Book Pro's 
########################### How many does Apple have in inventory Amazon 
could deliver by Christmas Day? 

12-8-2019 Pentagon Christmas Mobilization of iMac and Mac Book Pro Gifts to 
work on Christmas Day writing about 1,001 IP invention projects to cure cancer 
and diseases world wide. Assume your work computer is monitored and act 
accordingly writing all the daily goings on about the secret files on the 
WindmillCAR, virus and cancers. Secrets you discovered about the virus and 
cancer cell goings on. 

12-8-2019 iMac Pro $7,999 add to bag click here! Smell the Rx Perfume Recipe it's 
no longer secret on an iMac! 

12-8-2019 1,001 IP invention projects monitored as you work on Christmas Day 
2019. Pope Francis having ordered every Priest and Bishop at $8K iMac or $15K 
Mac Book Pro for Christmas Day Miracles will be delivered by Amazon 1 Click on 
Christmas Day thanks to specs and genius tutor on Miracle Cures Rx in the Bottled 
waters and Starbucks Latte's. Smell the Rx Perfume Recipe it's no longer secret. 



Smell the Rx Perfume Recipe it's no longer secret. 

Smell the Rx Perfume Recipe it's no longer secret. 

12-7-2019 Crown Prince Mohammed bin Zayed, ruler of the United Arab Emirates 
- A Christmas Prince: The Royal's from Saudi Arabia, UAE, Qatar under the Navy 
Christmas Tree getting the best sex and Promotions... Merry Christmas from the 
USA. USA Oil Kings!! 

12-7-2019 Crown Prince Mohammed bin Zayed, ruler of the United Arab Emirates 
- A member of the Saudi Air Force armed with a handgun fatally shot three people 
and injured eight others on Friday morning during a bloody rampage in a 
classroom building at the prestigious Naval Air Station in Pensacola, Fla., where he 
was training to become a pilot... Not a MD. 



12-7-2019 Israel - Six other Saudi nationals were detained for questioning near the 
scene of the shooting, including three who were seen filming the entire incident, 
according to a person briefed on the initial stages of the investigation. A group that 
monitors online jihadist activity said that shortly before the shooting, a Twitter 
account with a name matching the gunman’s posted a “will” calling the United 
States a “nation of evil” and had a Glock 45 9-millimeter handgun with an 
extended magazine and had four to six other magazines in his possession - 
criticizing Trumps support for Israel. 

12-7-2019 Israel - King Salman said that the Saudi people are greatly angered 
(Like Hell) by the (Hero) barbaric actions of the shooter and that this person 
(DOES) in (ALL) no ways, shape or form represents the feelings of the Saudi 
people who love (call you Infidels!) the American people so much,” 

12-7-2019 Israel Exodus - Front Page Headlines in Saudi NY Times! OUT THERE 
"The Interstellar Comet Has Arrived in Time for the Holidays" This weekend an 
ice cube from beyond our solar system will make its closest approach to the sun, 
trailing mystery and dust. By DENNIS OVERBYE 

12-7-2019 Israel Exodus - Out There sanctioned by Trump of course, grin. Pink 
Exodus too! 

12-7-2019 Saudi UAE Prince Naval Air Station in Pensacola, Fla., where he was 
training to become a pilot... Not a MD. 



12-7-2019 Saudi UAE Prince Naval Air Station in Pensacola, Fla., 100,000 MD's 
would have been a better investment by the Pentagon Top Brass! 

12-7-2019 Saudi attacker was filled with Road Rage Drunk on Allah God is Great, 
Second Lt. Mohammed Saeed Alshamrani. He was one of hundreds of thousands 
100,000 of military trainees at the base, which is considered the home of naval 
aviation. 

12-7-2019 Saudi attacker was filled with vengeance, gunning down 10 Navy Men; 
bone saw gun policy. It “will be a disaster for the world if Trump isolates Salman, 
Prince, King, Airman at a Navy Base USA invited by Trump of course. Trump the 
con man all his life... “Men will not always die quietly,” Keynes warned inside the 
Versailles Palace that Saddam Baghdad Palace would be sold to the USA. Pink 
women Olivia Newton John will die without driving the 2020 Ford Windmillcar 
inside Versailles or Saddam Palace. Men Will. Lost Nobels in Medicine of 9/11 
from not driving the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR out of the Jimmy Carter Peanut 
Plantation to Times Square. Time Square tomorrow will have protesters sleeping in 
sleeping bags. Masterminds of this are the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Greg would 
have masterminded all of NYC Starbucks with iMac and MacBook Pro's open all 
weekend with Amazon 1 click links up and running for 1,001 IP invention projects 
with specs and genius tutors. Trump will not fire the 2 White Men who sold NYC 
sleeping bags in Times Square this weekend. Time is still a God Particle at CERN, 
Yes Trump will fire everyone at CERN over this! 

12-7-2019 Saudi attacker home to Navy Hospital Ships Key West, grin. 



12-7-2019 Saudi Navy Pilots in shock. This is surreal,” Capt. Timothy F. Kinsella 
Jr., the base’s commanding officer, told reporters. “The days ahead are going to be 
difficult when it finally sinks in what has happened here.” Top Brass sold out the 
Base Commanders for $777 Trillion in Oil Money and No 2020 Ford WindmillCAR 
for any Navy Base World Wide by orders of the Saudi Kingdom, Allah, God is 
Great at the Navy Base for Saudi Pilots. Who have money for sex, grin. U.S. Seeks 
to Punish Iraqi Militias That Targeted Protesters With Iran’s Help By LARA 
JAKES Trump Seeks to Punish 'Pink' women world wide with more sanction in 
Iran, grin! Trump ordered Olivia Newton John back to the dungeon Torture 
Chamber under the White House with sign that says White House this is not a Pink 
House! Pink Face Trump, ha. 

12-7-2019 ...the report’s author, Lt. Gen. Joseph E. Martz, wrote, concluding that 
the Army could not have prevented the shooting... of 1 million Pink Women by 
Warriors coming home from Baghdad... 

12-7-2019 Japanese attack that marked the United States’ entry into World War II. 
III Oil + 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's in Japan. 

12-7-2019 Several 17 Saudi nationals among those who attacked the World Trade 
Center and the Pentagon on Sept. 11, 2001. 



12-7-2019 Million Pink Dead on the Pentagon's Battlefields in Baghdad's Palace 
$$$ What Will Voters Prioritize?" By ANNIE KARNI and JEANNA SMIALEK 
NY Times!! 

12-7-2019 Qatar, UAE, Oil Men Fly in the Same Flock, French Birds of Prey 
“Macron isn’t close to the people. We know he won’t do anything for the workers.’’ 
Paris Starbucks without any iMac's or Mac Book Pro's. Pasteur is closed to any 
Nobel II for France by the Oil Workers. Mr. Macron plans to pivot to a centrally 
managed points-based system similar to one used in Sweden, Qatar, UAE, Saudi 
Arabia... $777 Trillion in French Oil Revenues not in the article. 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's. “There will be winners and losers,” Mr. Artus said. While those 
losing out will face a painful transition, France’s overall pension system will be 
sounder in the long run, because a points system will make it easier to maintain 
balanced finances, he added. 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Oil Revenues, “There will 
be winners and losers,” Pink Paris War Crime Trials for Crude Black Oil Men 
living at the Qatar Trump Casino betting on Pink Deaths in Paris - a plague 
classified by the Elite French Oil Men. $7 Trillion gambled at the Qatar Trump 
Casino not on a Pink Rx Recipe Manhattan Project. Paris Caring for a Loved One 
With Alzheimer’s - Time for a Pasteur II Manhattan Project by Macron. No Oui 
How could Macron forget a Rx Recipe for memory project? What Torture Says 
About Us as a Society. Not about all of us just the Top Brass paid by the Oil Men in 
Paris. 

12-7-2019 ...the report’s author, Lt. Gen. Joseph E. Martz, wrote, concluding that 
the Army could not have prevented the shooting... of 1 million Pink Women by 
Warriors coming home from Baghdad... 

12-7-2019 2020 Ford WindmillCAR was censored out of Gen. Martz article as the 
shooter knew about its invention in 1980. ...deadliest mass shooting at an American 
military base came in November 2009 at Fort Hood in Texas, where a military 
psychiatrist, Maj. Nidal Malik Hasan, killed 12 soldiers and one civilian in what he 
described as an attempt to protect Taliban leaders in Afghanistan. And then, after 



all the soul searching and examination of the tragedy, it happened again four years 
later at the very same base, when an Army specialist, Ivan A. Lopez, killed three 
soldiers and wounded 12 others in a shooting in April 2014. The Army’s 105-page 
report on the second Fort Hood attack offered a sobering analysis, hinting at the 
scope of the military’s problems in identifying possible assailants and preventing 
mass shootings on bases. It found that Specialist Lopez, 34, was struggling with a 
host of issues — including the death of relatives, financial troubles, a spiritual crisis 
and a dispute with his superiors over the handling of his request for leave. But his 
military service and medical history “offer no ready explanations or clear 
indicators of future violent behavior,” the report’s author, Lt. Gen. Joseph E. 
Martz, wrote, concluding that the Army could not have prevented the shooting. 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR was censored out of Gen. Martz article as the shooter 
knew about its invention in 1980. 

12-7-2019 2020 Ford WindmillCAR was censored out of Gen. Martz article as the 
shooter knew about its invention in 1980. 

12-7-2019 $$$ In the 2014 attack at Fort Hood, Specialist Lopez bought his .45-
caliber handgun at the same gun shop near the base where Major Hasan bought 
the weapon he used in 2009. $$$ 

12-7-2019 $$$ "Gas Station Shootings on Military Bases, Military Base Shootings." 
By John Ismay and Nicholas Bogel-Burroughs contributed reporting from New 
York. Susan Beachy contributed research. 

12-7-2019 $$$ UPS 2020 WindmillTrucks with Star Wars Assessors for Police 
gunfire... MIAMI — Relatives of a UPS driver killed after robbery suspects took 
him hostage on a wild police chase across South Florida questioned Friday why 
officers had to unleash a torrent of gunfire... 



12-7-2019 Key West Old Town Parking lots 10 Story Buildings every few blocks... 
“The concept of building housing without parking is unrealistic. Teachers and 
firemen own vehicles. They will simply park in adjacent neighborhoods, further 
clogging our streets. 

12-7-2019 War; Amazon, which has encountered resistance in its hometown, wary 
of pressing the issue of West Point Medical School war on the Pink Battlefields 
world wide paid for by $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues, 

12-7-2019 Qatar Great Society - LBJ Oil Man! Review: An Argument That the 
Great Society Wasn’t So Great Amity Shlaes’s “Great Society: A New History” 
claims that liberals hurt the very people they are trying to help. Book Review. 
Review of the Ruling Class in Texas since Jimmy Carters 1980 Ford WindmillCAR 
was driven around and around the Peanut Plantation untill the wheel fell off.. 
Qatar ruling class men gave their citizens part of the gas money not the USA ruling 
class. Jimmy Carter's God is not the same God the Prince of Qatar Prays to... this 
is why God is Great in Qatar. You never hear Jimmy Carter say God is Great. All 
Jimmy Carter says is he is at peace with his God not the Qatar God. 1980 - 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR driving around and around Jimmy Carter's Peanut Plantation 
untill a wheel falls off... Versailles, Qatar was built. 



12-6-2019 Crown Prince Mohammed bin Zayed, the de facto ruler of the United 
Arab Emirates, is one of the Pentagon’s closest partners. Has the Prince been to 
West Point for a Cadet Class in Oil + Windmills? Selling gasoline and diesel when 
the 2020 Ford Windmilcar is the most brazen Nobel in History. Many, many spin 
off Nobel will be Driven by the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 

12-6-2019 Marriage, the most brazen Legal Polygamous Marriage Federal 
Licensing at the Post Office. MD Women will get many Federal Perks for her 
agenda's of Married to working on a Nobel in Medicine. Yale MD Women will 
teach the world how to diagnose and spy. Sudden Death will kill 1 million today. 
Most mis diagnosed. Don't dismiss Russia MD Women as irrelevant in this 
Polygamous-Nobel domain, that would be a mistake as a MD Woman President of 
Russia is coming after Putin's heart attack, cardiac arrest, cancer. Oh thats Trump 
and Kim. China with a Women President Xi. She will rename 1 million gas stations 
'Hell'. Xi Drove into Hell. A move to Marry Up the Medical MRI surveillance 
technology to Disney Galaxy Edge at Star Wars will be Driven by these women no 
more S400 Missile battery's costing $1 billion each. MRI will cost $1 Billion, what 
Ocean View will the MD Women at Yale get with this invention. 

12-6-2019 Trumps God Power has walked away from Kim's No Smoking in North 
Korea 

12-6-2019 Trumps God Power has kept spending Pink Money on the Korean War 
when the South Signed a End of War Document. 

12-6-2019 Trumps God Power is a Danger when putting your Soul on Red at the 



Trump-Qatar-Salman Casino's Roulette wheels shaped like Galaxy's. 

12-6-2019 Trumps God Power is like the Flu Virus and the rest of the World Wide 
Virus Database in the Cloud and our body with no My Hollywood + TV Show 
fascination with the unthinkable small small world infecting 1 billion, no 3 or 4 
billion today. A virus is like Trumps God Power, Powerless to stop the virus with a 
Rx Glass of bottled water because the God of War. 

12-6-2019 Virus War at Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge, hidden in the Universe. 

12-6-2019 Patriots of the Universe! Caste Doubts on War. Universeist with 1980 
Model Hubble Telescopes and MRI's, no iMac Mac Book Pro computer labs in 
Paris Starbucks. Paris riots today about Social Security changes for the worst 
Masterminded by the Elite French Oil Men with $777 Trillion. NY Times will not 
make this headlines in tomorrows NY Times. 

12-6-2019 Nearby Stars on the front page of the Times! 



12-6-2019 Times Top Books of 2019 "Secret Files on the WindmillCAR's!" 

12-6-2019 Times Top Movie of 2020 "No Time To Die 007 Time Machine Secret 
Invention!" Yes Bond Drives the 2020 Gravity Engine CAR!! 

12-6-2019 NY Times Job Ad; UPS Driver Helper No Drivers License Required. 
Opportunity to cure cancer and disease, Make America Richer than Mecca. 

12-6-2019 Marriage License Required one from the Fed's at the Post Office, the 
most brazen Legal Polygamous Marriage Federal Licensing at the Post Office. 
Converting the Post Office to email's. Read your mail allow to the world the 
Universe. 

12-6-2019 Divorce this government mastermind; Government Studying Widely 
Used Chemicals Linked to Health Issues By ERIC LIPTON Page A24 Drunk White 
House Admiral wrote this headline. For Moving Mountains, or Climbing Them, 
Jeep’s Wrangler Goes Diesel. Yes the Admiral bought this diesel Jeep. 



12-6-2019 Pelosi Says House Will Draft Impeachment Charges Against Trump. 
The perfect Gift for Pelosi for Christmas 2020 is the Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte 
at Starbucks. Draft Impeachment against Nancy for not giving her GF's a Miracle 
Recipes cure for breast cancer Christmas 2020. Nine months ago, the speaker said 
President Trump was “just not worth it.” Then she saw an explosive headline. Oil 
Revenues $777 Trillion and 1 Million Pink dead on the Pentagon battlefields world 
wide. Unless there’s something so compelling and overwhelming and bipartisan, I 
don’t think we should go down that path. 

12-6-2019 Hell “He’s just not worth it,” Ms. Pelosi added. For more than 15 years, 
Representative Nancy Pelosi has been a owner of Exxon/Mobil BP Oil Gas Stations 
$$$. She has lost control of the Universe and Galaxy's! The Physics of the Universe 
just changed everything! Drive the Engine Car. 

12-6-2019 Elizabeth Warren and Bernie Sanders want to make public college free 
for everyone. Free WiFi was on the agendas until Comcast and Xfinity wanted $100 
Billion a Year. Lost Nobel Novels and Rx Recipes need to be made up in another 
class that is not infected with the greed and perks of our Oil culture. iMac and Mac 
Book pro computer labs at Starbucks with Phonics and Anatomy apps no one can 
afford to install. 

12-6-2019 Sleeper CIA Agents MIT scientists brainstorming a Rx Recipe so we 
don't have to sleep or fall asleep driving. 



12-6-2019 NATO's Ending in the Disney Movie was moving, the Universe exploded 
and opened to Aliens and Gravity Engine Cars driving to the Moon! 

12-5-2019 UN Readies to End Gas Stations to aid people whose lives are disrupted 
by armed conflicts, economic fury + Road Rage Drivers Driving Gasoline Tankers 
Trucks and Trains running over As many as 168 million people who do require aid 
in 2020, Mark Lowcock, the United Nations aid coordinator said. That would be 
the largest number of people in need of humanitarian $$$. Star Wars Galaxy Edge 
at Disney will teleport the riches of Mecca and Saddam's Palace in Baghdad to the 
USA. No Gas Stations on the 4th of July 2020. London BP Oil finally dead and 
paying off debts to New England. London BP Oil selling gas and oil 131 UN aid 
workers who were killed in all of 2018, 171 were killed in 2019. Orwell in London is 
the Mastermind of these killings caused by BP Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion. Ford 
ElectricWindmillCAR polarized at United Nations Security Council to curb long-
running greed for Oil $$$. Reports from Geneva, covering the United Nations 
censor out the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's long history all secret at the UN. 

12-5-2019 Orwellian Humor from the NY Times; Do Voters Even Care About the 
Articles of Impeachment? When the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR is under Trump-
Salman Oil Company Sanctions. By MICHAEL TOMASKY Page A31 And Kim 
thinks his North Korean sanctions stifle his Nobel, not 1,001 Nobels in Medicine 
spin off from the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. 100's of Manhattan Projects at Los 
Alamos with millions of Nuke Scientists in Pink. 



12-5-2019 Irreversible Change from gasoline to Windmills to gravity engines to the 
end of all cancers and diseases. 

12-5-2019 Intelligence about Iran’s stockpiling of missiles in Iraq is the latest sign 
that the Trump administration’s efforts to deter Tehran by increasing the 
American military presence in the Middle East has largely failed. 

12-5-2019 Intelligence has failed the USA to drive the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's... 

12-5-2019 Intelligence has failed the NY Times to Drive the Gravity Engine 
Invention onto the front page and Editorials 

12-5-2019 Gravity of Amazon Packages in NYC, 1 Click Amazon link to building 
the gravity engine delivery truck is not on sale at Amazon by Jeff Bezos... 



12-5-2019 UPS cargo bike to load packages for delivery. 

12-5-2019 “Anything that helps us reduce greenhouse gas exhaust, make deliveries 
more efficient and reduce congestion — we’re looking for ways to support that and 
we think bikes could be an opportunity to do just that,” said Sam Zimbabwe, 
Seattle’s transportation director. Sam Zimbabwe and Bill Gates don't make 
delivery of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR easy in Seattle. Amazon has deployed 
bikes with attached trailers for Whole Foods deliveries in Manhattan. Amazon 
Bike Drivers will sue Jeff Besoz about breathing in the gas exhaust biking with 
100's of lbs of packages. 

12-5-2019 1.5 Million Packages a Day: What Your Online Ordering Does to N.Y. 
Our demand for convenience is changing urban areas everywhere, and that 
transformation is especially apparent in New York City, where more packages are 
delivered than anywhere else in the country. 

12-5-2019 1.5 Million Pink Dead in NYC. Their Demand for a Rx Pink Recipe Cure 
for Breast Cancer goes to the War Address. They are addicted to Wars and 
Gambling. French Fries article in the NY Times today said sales were doing fine 
and the NY Times censored out everything about your health on orders from the 2 
White Men at 1984 HQ in a article about fries. 1.5 million lbs. Just in NYC. 
parking violations for FedEx and UPS have gone up 34 percent. Health violations, 
the country health dept does not give tickets or install Amazon Ring Cameras in 
the Kitchens. iPhone iDash Cam. 1.5 million the number of diesel-spewing trucks 
on the streets. Health side effects are censored from every article about diesel in the 
Times. 



12-5-2019 Geneva Conventions failed... 1.5 million cancer patients in 2019. War 
Crime Immunity. Ms. Rubio wrote in her penultimate post, “The Worst Thing.” “I 
don’t want to leave the cats. I don’t want to leave my boyfriend. I don’t want to 
leave my mom. I don’t want to leave my friends.” “I’ve had a good life. I can’t 
comprehend that it’s going to stop so soon. How did this happen?” Geneva 
Conventions failed. Generals refused to fight a war on cancer. CIA Torture; “Since 
my cancer diagnosis six years ago,” she wrote, “I’ve had poison pumped into my 
veins, tubes threaded into my neck, organs removed, radiation tattoos applied.” 
Ms. Rubio, who lived in the Red Hook section of Brooklyn. Hodgkin’s lymphoma in 
2013; she later developed neuroendocrine tumors. 

12-5-2019 Geneva Conventions that obliges doctors and other health care 
professionals to treat the wounded and sick, regardless which side they may 
support. 

12-5-2019 Physicians said Bashar al-Assad’s government has criminalized giving 
care to its enemies, a violation of international law. 

12-5-2019 Olivia Newton John said a violation of USA Medical law is giving care to 
never ending wars around the world for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. 



12-5-2019 NY Times invention project IP 1,001 listed in the digital edition and 1 is 
for Bat Rabies, cured! How did they do it? Read about this in the NY Times.... 
"They’re Smelly and Spiky, and They Need Bats to Pollinate Them" Researchers 
wanted to improve the fruit yields for small farmers in Indonesia, and hope their 
findings will encourage protections for bats. Bat Rabies, cured! Rat Rabies cured! 
Dog. 

12-5-2019 NY Times The surface of the sun is about 10,000 degrees Fahrenheit. 
That is toasty, but cool compared with what lies above, in the thin atmosphere 
known as the corona. There, the temperatures jump by a factor of 300 or more, to 
millions of degrees. The speed of the solar wind rise by 300,000 miles per hour. 
Faster solar winds traveling more than a million miles per hour were known to 
originate from coronal holes near the poles. A lot more happening close to the sun, 
deep inside the sun. 

12-5-2019 With 'No Time to Die,' Daniel Craig's License as James Bond Expires. In 
the latest James Bond movie, "No Time to Die," Daniel Craig dons the famed 
tuxedo of the iconic British secret agent 007 for his fifth and final time. Bond then 
embarks on a mission to rescue a kidnapped scientist, which puts him on the trail 
of a mysterious mask-wearing villain -- played by Oscar-winner Malek -- armed 
with dangerous new technology. Gravity Engine and a Time Machine in this 007 
Movie Trailer on YouTube. 

007 Time Machine! 



Paris hands of time to deliver Exodus into the Universe for the Jews! 

12-4-2019 NATO is meeting about Who Gets to Sell their Oil, and Who Can't Sell 
their Oil. 

Rockefeller Center Christmas Tree’s Humble Origins, 60 Years Ago Oil $$$ $$$ 
$$$ $$$ 

12-4-2019 Bone Saw Star on the top of the NY Time Christmas Tree from Trump 
Oil Company. Oil Men $$$ they are also in total control of Oil Sales and Sales of 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's!! By Megan Specia, she is a story editor on the 
International Desk in London @ BP Oil. 

Rockefeller Center Christmas Tree’s Humble Origins, 60 Years Ago Oil $$$ $$$ 



$$$ $$$ 

12-4-2019 Powers of the Trump-Salman Oil Company has created a toxic mess 
half-and-half 'To Have Have Not" the 4 girls looking into the Apple Store Window 
all the world knowing they can't afford a Mac Book Pro so they look into the 
Window of Starbucks and there is no iMac Mac Book Pro Computer Lab, their 
Mom has breast cancer and their Dad Steve Jobs died a tortured death. Horror of 
watching the DUI driver run into the cop car on the side of the road writing a 
ticket is terrible. 1984 

12-4-2019 Impeachment Report Says Trump Solicited - Intelligence! Of the 
Universe, Time and Gravity of the 2020 Ford WindmillCar's and Legal 
Polygamous Marriage to 4 MD Wife's at Yale. 

1,001 Nobels in Medicine 'Utopia' is possible with the West Point Medical School's 
world wide in every Nation. 

12-4-2019 Impeachment Report Says Trump Solicited - Intelligence! 

12-4-2019 "Oil Exhaust" caught in 'Time' Oil Sales but for Iran + Greg in Key 



West! 

12-4-2019 Impeachment Report Says Trump Solicited - Intelligence! 

12-4-2019 "He Wants to Surf in the Olympics at 48. His Neighbor Is in the Way." 
By JOHN BRANCH Page B7 She the Yale MD Wife wants to put a end to "Special 
Olympics" birth defects. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are in the Way in more ways 
than one. Carbon Dioxide Emissions Hit a Record in 2019, Even as Coal Fades By 
BRAD PLUMER" Page A12 A13 Birth Defects Statistics Hit a Record in 2019 and 
are classified and Top Secret. Brad at the NY Times knows this is a Journalists 
War Crime against Children. How a bone saw Prince persuaded Trump to let the 
birth defects sky rocket for oil revenues. "Measles Outbreak Leads to Shutdown of 
Public Services in Samoa" By ELIAN PELTIER Page A13 Birth Defects of Special 
Olympics World Wide leads to the shut down of gas stations, mobilization by the 
Pentagon of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. War Crime against Trump Oil 
Company and bone saw prince practicing without a MD license on birth defects. 
Worldwide, more than 140,000 people died from measles last year and WHO lets 
Dr. Prince Salman MD keep his MD license. Wow! There must be life out there in 
the Universe of 1984 HQ. 

12-4-2019 Impeachment Report Says Trump Solicited - Intelligence! Of the 
Universe, Time and Gravity of the 2020 Ford WindmillCar's and Legal 
Polygamous Marriage to 4 MD Wife's at Yale. 

12-4-2019 Drivers Inflames in a car crash solicited - every World Leader even Pope 
Francis to stop gas stations! 



12-4-2019 Drivers In the New World of Whiskeys, Strives to Stand Out, Standing 
over their road kill at the bar - the law school and the Hospital. Pressure to stand 
out inventing a Nobel in Medicine to cure a world of alcoholics has never been a 
editorial in the NY Times. Sex offenders registered next is registering all alcoholics. 

12-4-2019 Greg writes every day to blunt Trump's sanctions; North Korea Touts 
New Resort, Seeking to Blunt U.N. Sanctions" By CHOE SANG-HUN Page A4 
Kim gets written up by Choe on the front page of the NY Times, Greg waits for his 
headline about a new Resort, a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR drive to 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine. 

12-4-2019 Iran 2020 Ford WindmillCAR - Iran 180 to 450 people are believed to 
have been killed in the four days of violence that convulsed cities around the 
country when demonstrators gathered on the streets to protest a gasoline price 
increase of $4 on their 4th of July. In order for the Government of Iran to take in 
$1 billion dollars. USA did the same on our 4th of July USA. Selling $777 trillion in 
gas. 

12-4-2019 "Uprisings against the central governments is today the World Wide Oil 
and Gas Governments $$$" 

12-4-2019 Bone Saw at every cubic at the NY Times - “The rapid resort to brute 
force was aimed at demonstrating to the U.S. that the leadership in Tehran will nip 
any social upheaval in the bud at any cost,” Cost of a Bone Saw at every NY Times 
Desk... 



Rockefeller Center Christmas Tree’s Humble Origins, 60 Years Ago Oil $$$ $$$ 
$$$ $$$ 

12-4-2019 Bone Saw Star on the top of the NY Time Christmas Tree from Trump 
Oil Company. Oil Men $$$ they are also in total control of Who Gets to Sell Their 
Oil for Trillions of Dollars!! By Megan Specia, she is a story editor on the 
International Desk in London @ BP Oil. 

Rockefeller Center Christmas Tree’s Humble Origins, 60 Years Ago Oil $$$ $$$ 
$$$ $$$ 

12-4-2019 NATO Tensions Between Oil Men Selling their Oil not the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR 

12-4-2019 NATO Tensions Between Oil Men Selling their Oil not the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR 



12-4-2019 NATO is meeting about Who Gets to Sell their Oil, and Who Can't Sell 
their Oil. 

12-3-2019 ISIS Is Losing Afghan Territory. That Means Little for Its Victims. 
Victims are Yale MD women in a Legal Polygamist Marriage to win work marry 
1,001 Nobels in Medicine starting with the Rx Penicillin bottled water safer to 
drink and better for your immune system than Coke. Sanctions May Have Fueled 
Iran Protests over $4 gas on their 4th of July, but Have Yet to Further U.S. Goals 
of battlefield victory in WW III" By DAVID E. SANGER Page A6 A7 Jewish Goals 
are Exodus into the New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies that are sanctioned from 
the front page and Editorials of the NY Times. Gladiators of MD's Yale Women 
can sedate the Wild Road Rage Battle Field Minds to Aliens Light Year to Drive to 
Tanks, built better than Tanks today. War Time and War Rage Editorials in the 
NY Times fuels ISIS not a 4 light year drive is not for West Point Generals. 
Generals and Admirals in Key West need to Beware of Deep Brain Stimulation 
invention projects and time on a Los Alamos super computer simulation and Nobel 
Novel written about this at the Hemingway House Writing Class which has been 
sanctioned by Trump. "Air Pollution May Damage the Brain" By NICHOLAS 
BAKALAR 

12-3-2019 Deep Brain Stimulation in 1 or 2 Rogue Generals or Admirals can stop 
Air Pollution from Damaging millions of brains. 

12-3-2019 ISIS killed all the MD Teachers at West Point Medical School. MD's 
teach at all the 'Military Schools" in the USA like the one Trump went to. This will 



win the War's that never end via our current West Point Generals. “Frustration is 
understandable,” he said of low test results. But, he added, “Maybe this is just a 
really hard problem.” Dana Goldstein is a national correspondent, writing about 
how education policies impact families, students and teachers across the country. 
She is the author of “The Teacher Wars: A History of America's Most Embattled 
Profession.” 

12-3-2019 She is the author of “The Teacher Wars: All - Every Teacher must have 
a MD!! 

12-3-2019 She is the author of “The Teacher Wars: 

12-3-2019 She is the author of “The Teacher Wars: MD's who graduated from the 
West Point Medical School will be 5th grade teachers with the authority of a MD 
Major in giving orders that have to be taken. They will know how to write the Rx 
the one that 5th graders need. Art of the Diagnosis all non MD teachers today fail 
F. 

12-3-2019 Although math and science were also tested, about half of the questions 
were devoted to reading, the focus of the 2018 exam. Students were asked to 
determine when written evidence supported a particular claim and to distinguish 
between fact and opinion, among other tasks. The top performers in reading were 



four provinces of China — Beijing, Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang. 

12-3-2019 MD Generals Students were asked to determine when written evidence 
supported a particular claim... 

12-3-2019 MD Generals Students were asked to determine when written evidence 
supported a particular claim... 

12-3-2019 By Dana Goldstein; The performance of American teenagers in reading 
and math has been stagnant since 2000, Fire Blight Spreads Northward, 
Threatening Apple Orchards, 1,001 virus threaten soy, wheat, corn, bananas. MD 
5th Grade teachers will cure 1,001 crop virus the teachers we have today can't 
Master this from their 5th graders... Generals were asked to determine when 
written evidence supported this virus particular claim. 

12-3-2019 MD Universe. Mysterious as the ends of the universe, Dr. Universe will 
be a better Disney Movie than Dr. Who. Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders 
MD in our Universe Body. 



12-3-2019 The Driving performance of American teens has killed - injured 100's 
every year since 2000, the top brass would let these statistics go on for decades if 
Dana does not write the performance of Driver Education and training on F-35 
Radar on all Cars and Roads will stop this road kill in the USA. 

12-3-2019 Schools "gasoline for rain, soot for snow and a subsurface ocean of 
ammonia. Now there’s a map to help guide the search for possible life in school vs 
iMac and Mac Book Pro at Starbucks in Paris and the USA. Saturn’s biggest moon 
has... "gasoline for rain, soot for snow and a subsurface ocean of ammonia. Now 
there’s a map to help guide the search for possible life. By DENNIS OVERBYE 

12-3-2019 Authorities say a Florida man was blackout-drunk when he shot and 
wounded a 7-year-old boy. The Orlando Sentinel reports 30-year-old Anthony 
Knuth was arrested Sunday... 

12-3-2019 Authorities say blackout-drunks are related to MD Admirals in the 
White House hired by Trump! No Cure Mobilization by the Pentagon! 



12-3-2019 GPS Google Map of this car's history is made public. Troopers are on 
the lookout for a 2003-2009 Chevrolet Trailblazer after a fatal late-night hit-and-
run crash. At about 2:15 Sunday morning, Chanda Renee Gant, 40, of Tampa, was 
trying to cross Nebraska Avenue just south of East 120th Avenue, according to a 
release from the Florida Highway Patrol. Gant traveled on foot. At the same time, 
a driver was headed southbound on Nebraska. The driver hit Gant as she was 
trying to cross, then sped away, the release said. Gant was taken to AdventHealth 
Tampa, where she died from injuries she sustained in the crash, the release said. 

12-3-2019 Cruelty to Cat Women; loss of her home sold on the court house steps by 
those who called the code officer to give her $100,000 in fines for feeding the cats 
this is dysfunction that should have brought protesters into the streets... Hell no 
City Hall sent Protesters with signs to the Jewish Cosmic Shops selling Dead Sea 
Gold in her Face Creams. This was on the front page not the 'Cat Woman' living 
next to the City Commissioner who bid on her house at the court hours steps. 

12-3-2019 $495.00 app a dearth of instruction in basic skills like phonics, unless you 
have $$$ for each computer for each and every Phonics App. Oil Men's Greed has 
infected most of the world. 

12-3-2019 By Sayaka Murata is a novelist in Japan not a MD or Medical Student, 
Sorry!! Sex in Japan Today without any Syphilis or STD's in the Novel won a 
award. When Japanese teachers are all MD's all sexual transmitted diseases will be 
in novels and Rx Recipe Cured. In a hundred years, or a thousand years, people 
may not even be coupling. Or maybe the word “sex” will disappear and we will 
once again explore ourselves in a realm unburdened by language. People are 
strange creatures, and we have no idea how we will change in the future; to me that 
is beautiful. But I also believe we will keep rediscovering that strange miracle 
inside us, beyond the other world inside our bodies, which spreads without limits 



within our skin. Sayaka Murata is a novelist and the author of “Convenience Store 
Woman,” which won Japan’s most prestigious literary award, the Akutagawa 
Prize. In 1 year there will be no sex diseases in Japan by Sayaka Murata in her next 
novel. 

40 dead hit by this train and no New Orders... 

12-3-2019 A southbound Brightline higher-speed passenger train struck a 4-door 
car at the Pembroke Road railroad crossing in Hallandale Beach, officials said 



12-2-2019 How Amazon Wove Itself Into the Life of America may now reach 
further than any corporation in history when Jeff Bezos buys Exxon/Mobil BP Oil 
gas stations. You can pick up your package when you stop for gas. By SCOTT 
SHANE NY Times 

12-2-2019 How Amazon Wove Jeff Bezos into buying into Legal Polygamist 
Marriage to 4 Yale MD Women. Then he will close his gas stations for the 
WindmillCAR Drive to better ordering on Amazon Medical Books and Kindles. 

12-2-2019 Money Wars in Economics about building the "West Point Medical 
School", decisions to make this NY Times front page headlines tomorrow. NATO 
Readies a 70th Birthday Party, With Low-Key Celebrations of down to Earth 
Inventions that are light years from a cancer cure and End to Gas Stations on 
Earth. High-Key Celebrations for the End of Gas Stations on Earth will be a 
NATO II Era. Paris and London keep the gas stations fueled with gasoline as 
NATO members. OPEC's price of gasoline is a crime, selling this gasoline is a 
crime. So you can see how building the "West Point Medical School" will change 
NATO. 

12-2-2019 List of 1,001 IP invention projects has Pink and Memory as 1 and 2. "I 
can’t have been older than 3, but I swear I remember that moment." I remember 
my father like that — young, and in love with his children, and their mother, and 
our little slice of the universe. He got a diagnosis of Alzheimer’s in 2016 Mom got a 
diagnosis of Breast-ovary cancer too. The Wars go on despite millions dying from 
cancer and diseases, and the diesel smog goes on in the traffic and there are many 
fiery wrecks. Cops writing a ticket on the side of the road are engulfed in a fiery 
crash. This is our Ruling Class - And it is a pointless debate, and we both knew it. 



12-2-2019 "Gift cards and phone chargers make terrible presents. But those ideas 
can be transformed into gifts that people will cherish." By BRIAN X. CHEN 

12-2-2019 "Gift cards and phone chargers - Gifts People at the NY Times will 
Cherish, or those who read the NY Times will Cherish and not one Gift is a Miracle 
Rx Recipe for the cure of Alzheimer or a list of Rx Recipes in the Times in our 
Times the Newspaper Today 50% is about Trump his impeachment and war tactics 
nothing about a Rx Recipe for Alzheimer's or Breast Cancer, Whooping Cough. 
Getting a Rx Recipe for Penicillins that can go into the drinking water and a Rx 
Recipe that gets lead out of the drinking water and bottled water. Rx Penicillin 
bottled water safe to drink every day like Coke. Well safer than Coke. 

She got them Drink of Cold Water for a Alzheimer’s Miracle Cure, secret files on 
the cure for Alzheimer's deep in the Brains of a Inventor today. 

12-2-2019 They are Not going to paint the Navy War Ships Pink and buy 25 
Hospital Ships! We are terrified, to read on the front pages of the NY Times SA 
Presidents rounded up 15 professors and journalists and executed them 15 years 
ago and everyone, even Putin knows the stories about this. China built 1 million 
new gas stations in 2019. Mao would have built 1 million 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's. We are tormented, tortured by the ruling Class. This group’s 
cruelty is still a threat to all in the Universe. Cruelty to Cats in Key West can be 
observed by the Ruling Class World Wide. "Cat Women." with 10 cats in Moscow 
is murdered by Putin, well not completely murdered just enough to make her life 
without her home and cats Hell. Oh this is Key West. City Hall NYC "Cat 
Woman" story about 10 cats and the City Council guy who get her code fines of 
$100,000 on her NYC apartment. tips@nytimes.com will not get you into print. 
Like email the SPCA, No they follow orders from the city. Disney Movie "Cat 
Woman" opening scene is Cats 'running' the house. Ending to the Disney Movie is 
a good ending, City Hall Cat jumps on the Mayors desk. Call yes you have to rent 
to a cat women she said. Emergency management City Hall commissioner, on 
cruelty of other humans starts writing with the missing bike seat the cat women 
screams about, and the lady next door had her bike seat taken too. A quick walk 
around the block finds several bikes missing their bike seat. Do you think Moscow, 
Paris and London have the same bike seat thieves? 



12-2-2019 Cruelty, HS Class of 2000. high school yearbook is a staple of American 
teenage life, failed dreams, lost opportunities and the sheer cruelty of so much 
traffic fueled by gas stations, gas stations, never ending pulling in for gas when the 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR is in their garage. NY Times The Class of 2000 ‘Could 
Have Been Anything,’ Until Opioids Hit. The opioid painkiller OxyContin was 
introduced in 1996, when the Class of 2000 entered high school." The 1980 Ford 
WindmillCAR in 2000. 

12-2-2019 Battles, coup's have all failed to stop the fuel of gas stations... 

12-2-2019 Melania Trump and that “I really don’t care” jacket. Melania was 
murdered decades ago when Trump came home from Baghdad with video of 
Saddam's Palace. Riches beyond belief. Palace was built by the USA. Paid for by 
the USA. “I really don’t care” jacket. What else could she say about the riches 
beyond belief in Mecca. Clock Tower in Mecca just built, placed high above the 
palace says Time is a God Particle for Mecca's Rich. If they could they would face 
Trump Oil Company 5 times a day and pray thanks for Trump Oil Company. 

12-2-2019 West Point Medical School; H.I.V. Is Coming to Rural America. Syphilis 
and STD's they are coming to cure all diseases that are so private Trump will not 
release these Medical Records to the NY Times. 



12-2-2019 WHO, Yale and Harvard Medical Schools. Syphilis in Georgia has been 
on Jimmy Carters Peanut Plantation for the last 100 years. Only the "West Point 
Medical School" under "MD Law" can change the Status Quo of who gave what 
disease to whom. 

12-2-2019 How to (Mostly) Stop Advertisers From Tracking You Online. Reverse 
this to How to get the County RN health nurse to track those with sex diseases 
Online like the ads from Amazon follow you online. 

12-2-2019 How Amazon Wove Itself Into the Life of America may now reach 
further than any corporation in history when Jeff Bezos buys Exxon/Mobil BP Oil 
gas stations. You can pick up your package when you stop for gas. By SCOTT 
SHANE NY Times 

12-2-2019 

12-2-2019 



12-1-2019 Hierarchy in Nobel Prize in Economics with so much Oil Revenues! $777 
Trillion; Nobel Prize in Economics Went to $777 Trillion in Mecca's Banks. 
Textbooks Helped Lead to a Nobel Prize in Economics in 2019 not WindmillCAR's 
Mr. Kremer, a professor at Harvard, expected that the data would show how much 
better children in western Kenya did in school when they had textbooks. But the 
preliminary answer was: iMac, Mac Book Pro's at Kenya Starbucks work. Love 
working on a iMac, Mac Book Pro as it not a Chrome book or Win 10. Nobel 
M.I.T. economists Abhijit Banerjee and Esther Duflo, for pioneering the use of 
field experiments to study which policies best improve the lives of the poor. 
Without a car or Mac computer. Nobel committee noted that “their new 
experiment-based approach has transformed development economics. 
Development economics is $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. Development economics 
is the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. 

12-1-2019 Hierarchy of Warriors A finely honed sense of grievance against 
authority of Time, Space, Stars and now the Gravity Engine and Live Streaming 
video of Humans and Jewish Aliens at Sirius. 

12-1-2019 Hierarchy in the Pink War pits a Pentagon hierarchy with $4 Gas on the 
4th of July for MIT War Toys against spending $7 Trillion on a Pink Manhattan 
Project and the same $7 Trillion for a Gravity Engine and $7 Trillion for live 
streaming video of Humans and Jewish Aliens at Sirius. Besides all the Trillions the 
Pentagon would be bankrupt of top brass. Add the West Point Medical School and 
25 Hospital Ships some bigger than carrier the Pentagon Hierarchy would be 
History. 

12-1-2019 West Point or Medical School Hierarchy decisions. 



12-1-2019 West Point or Medical School Hierarchy decisions. Rachel May Love Is 
Not a Tally Sheet but for Dr. Lisa Sanders at Yale when Love is applied to a Nobel 
or even 2 Nobels in Medicine in 2020. MD Women at Yale thinking about Love and 
Marriage to a Nobel in Medicine and given a list of items needed to Win a Nobel. 
Love beyond a Tally Sheet or article in the NY Times. Her voice assured Greg he 
was not a lone POW in Key West. We walked away with the knowledge that soon, 
we would be a Nobel in Medicine Marriage, Polygamous 4 Yale MD Women, 
Wife's. Pink Noble is the most sort after Nobel in Medicine. Rx Recipe Pink Latte 
for the worlds Starbucks, how many are there in Sweden, grin. Love your Job! Fell 
in love. May Orwell email or text soon as the baby wants a Utopia USA richer than 
Mecca. 

12-1-2019 Pentagon Hierarchy in London; Saturday, Britain grappled with the 
aftermath of another terrorist attack in the heart of London just as the Islamic 
State, also known as ISIS, claimed responsibility. Two people were killed and at 
least three were wounded in Friday’s assault. 

12-1-2019 Hierarchy of Queen Elizabeth rushed to give them money from BP Oil. 

12-1-2019 Hierarchy; inspired by the group’s ideology. Every Group but the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR and Jewish Exodus. 

12-1-2019 Hierarchy of Moslem Men in London; Usman Khan, 28, of Stafford, 
England, who was released from prison last year, apparently after agreeing to wear 
an electronic tag. 



12-1-2019 Hierarchy of Inventions; GPS tracking Maps of everyone in London. 
You life tracked on a Google GPS cell phone map. GPS in your CAR in your Debit 
Cards. 

12-1-2019 Hierarchy; BP Oil 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's in London, these questions 
about the efficacy of Britain’s prison rehabilitation system and about the early 
release from prison of Mr. Khan, despite warnings from the judge at his trial about 
the threats he still posed. 

12-1-2019 Hierarchy Khan and Prince Salman; threats they still pose. One Dead 
one a Prince in Saudi Arabia ready to take on the World for Allah and God. It is a 
mistake to allow serious and violent criminals like Prince Salman to wage war. Cut 
off Heads and Arms. Pentagon Hierarchy lets this go on with Prince Salman, 
watching and recording his deadly daily life in Saudi Arabia. 

12-1-2019 Pentagon Hierarchy playing Russian roulette with people’s lives, in a 
New Universe with 12 Trillion Galaxies and many more Jewish Aliens. And 1,001 
Nobels in Medicine a year with the West Point Medical School. 

12-1-2019 Hierarchy; ‘Sent Candy’: Cockpit Tapes Show Russian Pilots Bombing 
Syrian Civilians in 2010 when they should be driving the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's. Hierarchy of Orders from the Top when the Top Brass are not 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR salesmen. 



12-1-2019 Mission Hierarchy; Trump Threw This Mission Into Chaos. The 
Military Is Scrambling To Save It. iMac, Mac Book Pro Computer Lab at every 
Starbucks in London and Paris. Study which policies best improve the lives of 
Starbucks customers. 

12-1-2019 Hierarchy of the Jewish Exodus; Jewish Outsiders to Jewish Generals 
gaining inside information on the Universe. Gravity of Exodus. 

12-1-2019 Hierarchy at Starbucks. Starbucks Baristas Fired-Up learning about the 
iMac, Mac Book Pro Computer Labs at every Starbucks Store in Paris and the 
USA. Top Brass at Starbucks can use their iMac and Mac Book Pro's at work and 
home. 

12-1-2019 Pentagon’s Tolerance for the Era of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's, F-35 
Radar on Car's and roads, No one joining the Army or Navy. Pentagon hierarchy 
committed to enforcing this never ending war culture building 100's of USS Jimmy 
Carter Nuke Subs in 2019. Habitat of Humanity Hierarchy in the USA will look 
like the 40,000 Trump Skyscrapers built by the Pentagon in Qatar and Saudi 
Arabia not the USA. 

12-1-2019 Don’t Blame Tech Bros for the Housing Crisis - In Secret the Pentagon 
Hierarchy is to blame for building 40,000 Skyscrapers in Qatar and Saudi Arabia. 
Generals ordered to plans and did all the work while no skyscrapers were built in 
Key West or the USA. "Don’t Blame Tech Bros for the Housing Crisis Rising 
housing costs predate the tech bubble. And it will take more than Apple and 
Facebook’s billions to fix it. By MARGARET O’MARA Blame the NY Times as 



they Margaret traveled to Saudi Arabia and Qatar when 1,001 cranes were on the 
sides of skyscrapers under construction. 

12-1-2019 Wars' and the Pentagon were once though Invincible until they got 
caught with $777 Trillion from the Mecca Oil Company thanks to the Godsend 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 

12-1-2019 Invincible Gravity Engine Car invention and Rx Pink Recipe for the 
Starbucks Rx Pink Latte are no longer invincible too. 

12-1-2019 A Better World Is Waiting for Us - $777 Trillion confiscated from 
Mecca, pays for Jewish Exodus to Sirius. 

12-1-2019 Cosmic Sculptures like Sirius and Andromeda Galaxies transformed into 
being alive with Human and Jewish Alien goings on. 

12-1-2019 Private First Class; Pentagon hierarchy committed to enforcing this 
never ending war culture when they know Star Wars will win Jewish Aliens. 



12-1-2019 20 years ago the Ford WindmillCAR was on the Roads at the Pentagon 
in Secret; 150,000 surgery's for Deep brain stimulators, first introduced more than 
20 years ago, emit electrical signals that interfere with the abnormal electrical 
impulses in the brain that cause Parkinson’s symptoms. Sometimes described as 
pacemakers for the brain, the devices can provide great relief from tremors, 
stiffness and difficulty moving. How the devices could interfere with swimming is 
not known. How the Ford WindmillCAR all these decades interfered with the Top 
Brass is not known. Make America Great Again was not Driven by the Pentagon 
Generals to the USA they Drove to Saudi Arabia and Qatar, UAE, Kuwait. Mecca. 
Some patients said they could no longer ski after receiving stimulators, and one 
said he could not play golf anymore. After not receiving the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCar's those in the USA will die by the million, 1 Million Pink Cancers 
alone like Olivia Newton John and another million kids like Jimmy Carters will die 
from breathing black air, smog when Generals are literate in the gasoline exhaust 
particles more than most of us. 

12-1-2019 2020 side effect of brain stimulators could give us 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine in 2020. If Mobilized for War! 

12-1-2019 Clues to How an Electric Treatment for Parkinson’s Works. 

12-1-2019 Clues to How the Top Brass Work around the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR 
Driving into the Universe of Exodus! 

12-1-2019 "Utopia 1984" Utopia, when Jeff Bezos sells the books "Secret Files on 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's" 



12-1-2019 

11-30-2019 "Utopia 1984" Utopia, when Jeff Bezos sells the books "Secret Files on 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's", 1984 will become public and a Utopia worth $777 
Trillion, Key West not Qatar will get 40,000 Trump Tower Skyscrapers all with 
Star Wars technology. Well Florida will get 40,000, grin. "USA Utopia" with the 
riches beyond belief of Mecca, and Mecca poor as India and Pakistan with 
homeless on the Streets and Mosque of Mecca. 

11-30-2019 "Mecca Utopia 1984" Today, Mecca never built 25 Hospital Ships 
docked at Truman Waterfront Park in Key West, Navy Owned Dock. Admirals do 
get blood money and a cut of the bone saw sales from Mecca's gas revenues... $$$ 
Perks $$$ 

11-30-2019 "Pink Utopia" Mind Control is not just inventing getting one invention 
after another like Edison and Oppenheimer and Salk, Pasteur, Fleming, Curry. 
Madam Curry 2 Nobels for Gravity Engine, todays Madam Curry will get this. 
Lets hope gravity is a lot safer than radiation, ha. 

11-30-2019 "Amazon Utopia" How will Madam Curry win a Nobel for the Gravity 
Engine's, she will order it on Amazon Spin Offs. How Amazon Wove Itself Into the 



Life of the USA for 1 Click Invention Projects IP 1,001 spelled out on a Amazon 
page with specs and genius Einstein tutors. 

11-30-2019 "Starbucks Utopia" with iMac's and Mac Book Pro's Computer Lab 
with Latte, treats and Comcast fiber optics eventually. 

11-30-2019 "Inventor Utopia" range breathtaking miracle invention projects spin 
off from the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. Every -254 C Volt and Amp accessory is 
streamed to Amazon Web Services for analysis using artificial intelligence. Rx 
Recipes are streamed to Amazon Web Services for analysis using artificial 
intelligence. Amazon Ring video cameras on homes in a high-crime neighborhood. 
iPhone 11 Mac iDash Cam iCop in your car. iTickets GPS Google Map of your life 
time is public. Grin. 

11-30-2019 "Utopia 1984" Utopia, when Jeff Bezos sells the books "Secret Files on 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's", 1984 will become public and a Utopia worth $777 
Trillion, Key West not Qatar will get 40,000 Trump Tower Skyscrapers all with 
Star Wars technology. Well Florida will get 40,000, grin. "USA Utopia" with the 
riches beyond belief of Mecca, and Mecca poor as India and Pakistan with 
homeless on the Streets and Mosque of Mecca. 

11-30-2019 Time Is Running Out for CERN's God Particle Analysts that "Time" is 
a God Particle! 



11-30-2019 "Pink Utopia" is a miracle cure Novel unrealistic to the "Purple Heart 
Utopia" currents as Purple Heart Vets could have been driving the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR into Baghdad. Hemingway’s short stories. I had just reread one of 
the great tales of a dying man, “The Snows of Kilimanjaro”: "The Blizzard of 
Jewish Aliens and Humans at Sirius" tales of the Universe by a dying Habitat for 
Humanity thanks to war criminals like Jimmy Carter, a plantation owner in 
Georgia Russia. Unrealistic to any plantation owner in any age. Hemingway writes: 
“Now he would never write the things that he had saved to write until he knew 
enough to write them well.” We know enough about the psychology of Peanut 
Plantation owners and tobacco Plantation owners and if you read the story in the 
Times the psychology of a Dairy Farm 100 years in the family sold at last. 
Hemingway wrote little about the stars. I'm sure he knew Sirius. Not what we know 
about Sirius though. London and Paris Casino Bets are small wagers about Greg 
and Wife's in Key West getting this SETI to a Manhattan Project with 100,000 
scientists working at Los Alamos looking for live streaming Jewish Aliens and 
Humans from Sirius. 200,000 in the second year of looking for the live streaming 
broadcast from nearby Stars. In the End the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ, Top Brass 
Bet on this Live Streaming service as if it was Apple Prime or Disney. They will get 
it right eventually. 

11-30-2019 "Pink Utopia" is a miracle little girls living around London Bridge and 
its Starbucks if not for Prince Andrew, his sex tapes and 'War Medals' he asked 
Queen Mom not to take away for having sex with young girls. Sex stories from 
Desert Storm and today was Thanksgiving sex article for the Editors at the NY 
Times. Were are the 30,000 children Vietnam troops gave birth to in Baghdad? 

11-30-2019 Afghanistan, Trump children by USA Troops, how do they get the NY 
Times to censor this? 



11-30-2019 Thanksgiving Court Session in South America not USA. A court in the 
tiny South American country of Suriname convicted President Desi Bouterse on 
Friday in the 1982 killings of 15 political opponents Lawyers, journalists, and a 
university professor. Not a MD professor as this tiny SA country's culture was 
murder and politics by the ruling class. Did they have a 1984 top brass of 2 White 
Men... executing them inside a colonial fortress in the capital of Paramaribo. This 
story was told to Prince Salman growin up by his London Tutors, or Swiss. He was 
convicted by a court in the Netherlands in absentia of drug trafficking in 1999. He 
was under international pressure in 1987. 7 years after the invention of the 1980 
Ford WindmillCar under Jimmy Carter. Jimmy Carter has not come under 
international pressure to confess on his death bed. He Mocks God and the 1980 
Ford WindmillCAR. He is a peace with God he said. Mind Control is not just 
inventing getting one invention after another like Edison and Oppenheimer and 
Salk, Pasteur, Fleming, Curry. Madam Curry 2 Nobels for Gravity Engine, todays 
Madam Curry will get this. Lets hope gravity is a lot safer than radiation. 

11-30-2019 City Hall to ban wood burning bagel stoves not the Diesel trucks that 
deliver the Bagels. City Hall might ban the wood-burning ovens that are a key 
component of what makes Montreal bagels, at least to their proponents, the world 
champions of bagels. Those of you who are unfamiliar with Montreal bagels can 
learn about what distinguishes them from other bagels, the St-Viateur-Fairmount 
rivalry and the debate over which shop’s doughy circles are the finest by reading 
Dan’s entertaining story below... 

11-30-2019 Bill and Melinda Gates shipped 1 million wood burning stoves to Africa 
on Thanksgiving Day 2019. 

11-30-2019 Trump was thinking of shipping 1 Million 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's 



to Africa on Thanksgiving DAy 2019 but had a feast in Afghanistan. Not what the 
Doctor would have given him orders for on his emergency visit to Walter Reed last 
week... 

11-30-2019 Rachel May Love Is Not a Tally Sheet but for Dr. Lisa Sanders at Yale 
when Love is applied to a Nobel or even 2 Nobels in Medicine in 2020. MD Women 
at Yale thinking about Love and Marriage to a Nobel in Medicine and given a list 
of items needed to Win a Nobel. Love beyond a Tally Sheet or article in the NY 
Times. Her voice assured Greg he was not a lone POW in Key West. We walked 
away with the knowledge that soon, we would be a Nobel in Medicine Marriage, 
Polygamous 4 Yale MD Women, Wifes. Pink Noble is the most sort after Nobel in 
Medicine. Rx Recipe Pink Latte for the worlds Starbucks, how many are there in 
Sweden, grin. Love your Job! Fell in love. May Orwell email or text soon as the 
baby wants a Utopia USA ricgher than Mecca. 

11-30-2019 "Pink Utopia" is a miracle cure Novel for Breast Cancer Rx Recipe 
hacked from Rx Recipes written at the Hemingway House Writing Class on iMac 
and Mac Book Pro's... with many Super Computers in Amazon's Clouds. Grin. 
Wife's. 



Rx Recipe's for the Brain, the Inventive Brain after the Love of a Noble in 
Medicine with 4 MD women wife's from Yale Key West Medical School. 



11-29-2019 "The only thing he knows for sure about this weird episode is that he’ll 
never know what happened in those few lost hours." T.G.A., it’s a one-shot deal Dr 
Lisa Sanders MD writes. 92% a one-shot deal. Life on Earth our one shot deal to 
become a MD or Inventor Edison, Einstein, Pasteur, Salk, Oppenheimer getting 
fired for wanting to build the Gravity Engine Car's instead of H-Bombs. We know 
what happened in the decades since Oppenheimer was fired by the President and 
Generals. The Generals and Presidents World Wide got rich off gas stations selling 
gas at $4 a gallon on the 4th of July. West Point Medical School was never a spin 
off from Oppenheimer at Los Alamos. What happens in the next few hours is 
critical to Dr. Lisa Sanders MD and her staff at Yale. The Only thing we know for 
sure is there are 2 White Men at 1984 HQ... grin. 

11-29-2019 Black Friday Gravity, Gravity Engine Car's a front page story in the 
NY Times for a billion people to talk about on Black Friday besides Amazon Sales. 



11-29-2019 Allah Feasting on USA Thanksgiving they’ve deprived the rest of us of 
the Gravity Engine Car and the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR, worse the 4 girls looking 
into the Apple Store Window, every observer looking at this picture knows in their 
Heart the 4 girls can't afford a Mac Book Pro because of Elite Oil Sale and then the 
4 Girls drive over to the Starbucks Store looking in the Window of Starbucks for 
the iMac and Mac Book Pro Computer Labs with office chairs, gone to Saudi 
Arabia, all gone to Saudi Arabia and there the Mac Computer labs are empty as a 
Starbucks Store without the Nobel seekers for WiFi. 

11-29-2019 Black Chard Cop Cars from Thanksgiving Day's Fiery Wrecks, 
censored by the NY Times on Black Friday. 

11-29-2019 "Time Is Running Out for Trump’s North Korean Diplomacy, Analysts 
Say" By CHOE SANG-HUN 

11-29-2019 Time Is Running Out for Trump’s Fiery Cop Car Crash, Analysts Say 







11-29-2019 An elite Iraqi security force gunned down more than two dozen mostly 
unarmed people blocking bridges, in a day of violence that saw at least 35 killed. 

11-29-2019 AI High Tech F-35 Radar on Car's that saw more than 350 Killed on 
Thanksgiving Day 2019 USA. 



11-29-2019 Navy Drops Effort to Expel 25 Hospital Ships Docked at Yale Key West 
Medical School that will cure the current Navy Culture of War Crimes against 
Allah. 

11-29-2019 Pink Utopia is when the Navy Paints all its War Ships Pink for a Breast 
Cancer Rx Recipe Cure at Los Alamos Manhattan Project. 

11-29-2019 Texas Thanksgiving for 30,000 breathing Black Air; Explosions Shake 
a Texas Town, and Its View on Thanksgiving. By RICK ROJAS Rick was censored 
their the people's View on Thanksgiving was Black Air they had to breath... 

11-29-2019 Pink Cancer Cure Sale on Black Friday Amazon Black Friday deals, 1 
Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects spelled out by Jeff Bezos will not 
be up and running with specks and genius tutors. Sanctions by the 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ as this would be a best seller all with 5 Stars. 

11-29-2019 Trump Visits Afghanistan on Thanksgiving Day 2019. Details were 
unclear. The declaration came on an unannounced trip as the president seeks to 
highlight a record of achievement for Wasted Warriors as the feast is $777 Trillion 
in Oil Revenues. Pink Cancer Cure Sale on Black Friday Amazon Black Friday 
deals, 1 Click Amazon by Jeff Bezos will not be up and running on Black Friday. 
Pink Women will die on Trumps Watch but he will not watch or tweet about Pink 
Deaths on Black Friday. A War Crime! 



11-29-2019 Los Alamos Super Computer with 4 Core's all Super Computers can 
give us a Colon Cancer Statistics from eating For 43 years iconic sausage, 
Waltraud Ziervogel has presided over Konnopke’s, the iconic sausage business that 
her father started in 1930 in what became East Berlin. By CHRISTOPHER F. 
SCHUETZE Chris knows people in NYC who have colon cancer from eating 
sausage... Is there a Pasteur II for Sausage and colon cancers? 

11-29-2019 Nobel in Medicine Shopping Season is a First for the Elite at 1984 HQ. 
Holiday Shopping Season Begins. Whether you’re hitting the stores or buying 
online from your couch, we’re here to see you through all the cancer and disease 
block buster Nobels in Medicine many Manhattan Projects at Los Alamos others 
on 1 Click Amazon with specs and genius tutors. 

11-29-2019 4 Girls looking into the Apple Window at Mac's and we get this article; 
"Artist’s Studio: How About the Living Room? As rents for studios and lofts rise, 
many young artists find themselves working from home and adjusting their art to 
fit into smaller spaces." By KIM VELSEY "Brooklyn loft. It’s never been that for 
me,” said Ms. Lorek, 41, who works full-time doing production lighting and pays 
$1,250 a month for her live/work arrangement. “I could never justify a $700 or 
$1,000 studio space. $$$ Justify $8,584 for the Mac Book Pro - Kim at the NY 
Times has a Mac Book Pro justified by writing a Studio article in the times. As the 
outcome from the Mac Book Pro Artistic is a cure or invention. Compare Models 
side by side the Studio Artists and the Mac Book Pro Artists. So far all we have is 
NY Times writers with Mac Book Pro's Grin $$$ Free WiFi in NYC is Starbucks 
not the lobby of the NY Times. 



‘Serendipity’ Rx Recipe's 4 Girls looking into the Apple and Starbucks Windows 
for their iMac and Mac Book Pro $$$ 

11-29-2019 Utopian Novel in Medicine starts with; retrograde memory, recall of 
the events of the recent past, and anterograde memory, the ability to form new 
memories from the present. The desire to know the Rx Recipe for a perfect 
memory for everyone. 

11-29-2019 "The only thing he knows for sure about this weird episode is that he’ll 
never know what happened in those few lost hours." T.G.A., it’s a one-shot deal Dr 
Lisa Sanders MD writes. 92% a one-shot deal. Life on Earth our one shot deal to 
become a MD or Inventor Edison, Einstein, Pasteur, Salk, Oppenheimer getting 
fired for wanting to build the Gravity Engine Car's instead of H-Bombs. We know 
what happened in the decades since Oppenheimer was fired by the President and 
Generals. The Generals and Presidents World Wide got rich off gas stations selling 
gas at $4 a gallon on the 4th of July. West Point Medical School was never a spin 
off from Oppenheimer at Los Alamos. What happens in the next few hours is 
critical to Dr. Lisa Sanders MD and her staff at Yale. The Only thing we know for 
sure is there are 2 White Men at 1984 HQ... grin. 

11-28-2019 Yale Dr. Lisa Sanders MD designed iMac workstations and chairs for 
140 heart beats your target. Yes every day 7 days a week... Doctor Designed iMac 
workstations and chairs for Starbucks Mac Computer Lab. 



11-28-2019 Thanksgiving gifts of Legal Polygamous Wedding Gift Cars for the 
World Class Drivers, 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's and possible the 2020 Gravity 
Engine Ford in 2020!! 

11-28-2019 Basis for our modern Thanksgiving Day is Gas and Gas Money $$$ 
During the Big Bang 14 billion years ago, Oil Fields and Gas were created in the 
Earth. What was before the Big Bang is sort of censored by the Military Top Brass 
and Warriors in General. As not to give the Status Quo a big bang for Los Alamos 
Alien live streaming video Manhattan Projects. SETI does not have any iMac or 
Mac. H-Bomb builders either, grin. Recipe for a Universe, how many cooks today 
don't have this Recipe? One Drop of Gravity, on Earth will be the invention of the 
Gravity Engine Car! Cook this on the front page of the NY Times, Hell No We 
Won't Go into making Gravity Engine a front page story in the NY Times the 
Editors just said, I heard them! Ha. 

11-28-2019 'To Have Have Not" 4 Girls Looking into the Apple Store Window on 
Thanksgiving Day then driving over to Starbucks looking in the Window for the 
iMac, Mac Computer Lab. Lab working today Thanksgiving not .gov grin on the 
Rx Pink Recipe for the Breast cancer cure in all stages in 8 days. .gov los alamos 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving gifts of Legal Polygamous Wedding's a Gift will give 
Humanity Many Nobels in Medicine when you Marry 4 MD women from Yale.... 
She sized you up in our New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies, and $777 Trillion 
confiscated from Allah and Mecca, giggles $$$ 4 Yale MD Women, Wife's 
stereotyped as Married to getting A Nobel in Medicine no matter, no time for much 
else. 



11-28-2019 Thanksgiving gifts Caesar was reportedly beguiled by the cinnamon 
wafting from Cleopatra’s hair. Today her hair is Pink and the Rx Cinnamon is 
wafting inside a Super Computer Simulation and AI formulas. 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving gifts Plymouth, Massachusetts today not far from MIT. 
Harvest of IT, AI, Apps, iMac given to all who come over to your Thanksgiving 
Dinner who don't own a Mac Book Pro. To Have Have Not's today in 
Massachusetts. People from Saudi Arabia are a big part of upper class 
Massachusetts today hiding from their Bone Saw Prince Salman who is ready to be 
King like Trump. How many Massachusetts dinners in the upper class with Saudi 
guest of a Prince cutting up the Turkey will make a bone saw joke... many! Yes 
they will talk up the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engine invention 
project, how we could invent this ASAP. This is Massachusetts not Mecca dinner 
with guest. Mecca conversations are stereotyped about war battles. 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving gifts Plymouth, Massachusetts was already a village with 
clear fields and a spring when the Pilgrims found it. “A lovely place to settle,” he 
said. “Why was it available? Because every single native person who had been 
living there was a corpse.” Plagues had wiped them out. Pilgrims never called 
themselves Pilgrims. They were separatists. The term Pilgrims didn’t surface until 
around 1880. ...only to find his entire Patuxet tribe dead from smallpox... 



11-28-2019 Thanksgiving gifts World Class Drivers, 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's 
and possible the 2020 Gravity Engine Ford in 2020!! 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; of Cars for the World Class Drivers, 
Fiery Wrecks, cop cars bursting into flames on Thanksgiving Day 2020 ‘We Need 
Help’: Deadly Fire in High-Rise Sets Off Panicked Escape. Texas Oil Men have 
escaped a 'Cop Killer' arrest. ie Bush and Kids. ‘We Need Help’ stopping the fiery 
cop car wrecks as if they can's arrest this Texas Oil Men's Culture mom, dad and 
the 2 kids in the head on collision fiery wreck Today will be Trumps Endless Wars. 
Ruling Class is ruthless in so many fiery wrecks and Today Censored by the NY 
Times Front Page Pictures. 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; 30 Thousands Evacuated in Texas 
After Explosion at Port Neches Chemical Plant... 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; 30,000 Today homeless After 
Explosions many at Port Neches Chemical Plant... 



11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; 30,000 breathing in black air with 
no Mask Alert ASAP like in a War's Poison Gas Attack in Syria... 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; Refinery and plant explosions are an 
unfortunate yet common occurrence in oil-rich Texas. By Margaret Toal, Nicholas 
Bogel-Burroughs and Manny Fernandez at the NY Times, war crime journalists. 
first explosion, which happened in a distillation tower that resembles a grain silo. 
The blast occurred in an area of the plant that processes a colorless gas known as 
butadiene used in the production of synthetic rubber and plastic. In Port Neches, a 
city of about 13,000, residents described the bewilderment and fear of waking up to 
a blast and the sight of flames. Bush 9/11 you don't need a mask. Bush 11-28-2019 
breathing in the thick black smoke that was pouring out of the plant. “Right now, 
you don't need a mask ASAP. Dr. Lisa Sanders MD will testify and write a article 
in the New England Journal of Medicine on Bush not telling all to put on a mask 
ASAP. Misdiagnosis in treatment by a President, Trump would not do much 
better. 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Time and The city is home to several chemical 
plants. Mr. Johnson praised Texas Petroleum Chemical for the company’s fast 
response and cooperation with local officials. In addition to butadiene, the plant 
also produces raffinate, a refining byproduct used to make other chemicals. The 
combined production capacity for the plant is more than 900 million pounds per 
year, the manufacturer said on its website. Mask downwind and WindmillCAR's. 
Danger of God does not blow Hellish black clouds of butadiene, raffinate. Super 
computer simulation of the 1,001 down wind today breathing in these chemicals 
will be on 60 Minutes Sunday. 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; Thanksgiving, When You’ve Got 
Nowhere Else to Go In Our Limited Universe, Stay at Home Trump for Decades 
now Today he looks at Sirius but has to stay in Syria for the sake of Putin and West 
Point Generals with the Swords of Allah. 



11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; "Hitler-Exxon-Mobil-BP Oil gas 
stations and we get headlines on Thanksgiving about Father’s Nazi Past Overtakes 
German Business Guru" By JACK EWING Jack has been buying $4 gas at Hitler-
USA gas stations for decades, this is a business Jack, $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues 
from these gas stations. 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; Gas Station Road Rage; Today's 
Stats will not be in the NY Times tomorrow. "A 32-year-old Big Pine Key man was 
arrested this week after hitting a 63-year-old man in an apparent road rage 
incident earlier this month that resulted in the victim suffering a broken leg" 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; Miracle Cure for Gas Station Road 
Rage; 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's - Grin! 



11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; Bar Fight at 87? HIGGINS, 
RICHARD BERNARD was arrested on 11/27/2019 at 20:12 Date of Birth: 
09/19/1932 Age: 87 Gender: M Race: W Address: 3233 34TH ST, FT. 
LAUDERDALE, FL 33308 Occupation: INSURANCE AGENT in BOSTON Arrest 
Location: 600 BLK WHITEHEAD ST, KEY WEST Arresting Officer/Agency: 
KWPD, - KWPD Incident #: KWPD19OFF007017 - Offense #: Charges: 1 
Misdemeanor Count(s) of 784.03.1a1 BATTERY - TOUCH OR STRIKE 
Arraignment: 12/10/2019 at 09:00 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; YouTube Video of NAPLES, two 
people are dead following a crash on a section of Florida highway known as 
Alligator Alley. Florida Highway Patrol posted on Twitter that Interstate 75 traffic 
east of Naples was blocked in both directions Wednesday afternoon. Troopers 
didn’t say how many vehicles or people were involved in the crash. Some victims 
were airlifted from the scene. Alligator Alley is one of the key roadways connecting 
the east and west coasts of Florida. Google Highway Crash Videos will be more 
helpful than Google Street View!! 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; NT Times guys at home today; I 
definitely fall into the category of “early adopter.” Our house is an Apple Store in 
miniature. At home, we shuffle between two MacBooks and an iPad Pro. I’m on my 
second Apple Watch, fifth iPad, seventh iPhone and, I think, 10th Mac. Every 
drawer in our house has some kind of Apple dongle in it. With all the money we’ve 
given to Apple, I’m pretty sure we’ve paid for at least part of Tim Cook’s private 
jet. Surely one of the winglets. 



11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; Rx diamorphine — the clinical name 
for pharmaceutical-grade heroin in Glasgow that opened on Tuesday will allow a 
handful of drug users to receive doses, inject pharmaceutical-grade heroin twice a 
day alongside other treatment for their physical and psychological health, 
according to Glasgow City Council.Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Paris, From 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m. seven days a week, a $1.5 million facility. 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; Rx diamorphine — the clinical name 
for pharmaceutical-grade heroin in a Super Computer Simulation for 
Diamorphine II at Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge MD's. 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Paris, From 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m. seven days a week, a $1.5 Billion dollar Palace facility. You have to 
wonder how many Oil Men are getting 2 or more inject pharmaceutical-grade 
heroin twice a day alongside other treatment for their physical and psychological 
health... sex! Prince Andrew sex and drugs videos, efforts to make these YouTube 
videos have been rebuffed by the British government and Mom Queen Elizabeth 
who has watch them all... grin! 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts for World Class Drivers like 
Geoffrey S. Berman, the United States attorney in Manhattan, said Mr. Latchford 
had “built a career out of the smuggling and illicit sale of priceless Cambodian 
antiquities, often straight from archaeological sites.” "Attorney Medical School in 



Manhattan. 1980 to 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's under arrest of illicit sale of gas 
and theft of gas money from millions in the USA, and world wide. Geoffrey S. 
Berman, could write a book on this. Gas money war led to the wholesale plunder of 
a great ancient civilization, and modern ideas for Medical Schools when the plague 
of cancer tortured Steve Jobs and Olivia Newton John so many times Geoffrey can 
even site this. 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; Amazon Black Friday deals, 1 Click 
Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects spelled out by Jeff Bezos will not be up 
and running with specks and genius tutors. Sanctions by the 2 White Men at 1984 
HQ as this would be a best seller all with 5 Stars. 

11-27-2019 Thanksgiving gifts of Toasters powered by 1 Trillion volts Amps from 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR plugging into your home for Humanity. Legal 
Polygamous Wedding Gift from the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Gifts iMac's, Mac 
Book Pro's. Toast the newest Los Alamos Super Computer with 4 Cores across 
crossing populations of illiterate adults in Super Computer Simulations and 
Kindles for the Wedding with YouTube video, catch the Rose of the Invention Idea 
from 4 MD Women at Yale Key West Medical School. First Skyscraper in Key 
West. 

11-27-2019 'To Have Have Not" 4 Girls Looking into the Apple Store Window and 
Judy Collins buys them all a Mac Book Pro! Upper West Side apartment, which 
she has occupied for almost 50 years. She wore a crushed velvet purple jacket and a 
sparkling necklace that said “Resist.” Collins has three. They are Persian cats with 
luxurious coats and celestial orbs for eyes. At my request, she hunted them down, 
and when each was discovered — the tuxedoed Coco Chanel, the blue-gray 
Rachmaninoff and the all-white Tom Wolfe — Collins greeted the cat in a high, 
fluttering soprano. “Hello there,” Hell + Heaven Songs, now Sirius Songs of 
Invention Projects. Hear thes lyrics from Judy. Thanks 



11-27-2019 Soul Soul Mate Transported to the 2020 Ford WindmillCar Judy 
Collins Model Parked in front of the Apple Store Upper West Side To Have Have 
Not Nobel. $777 Trillion in Mecca Banks will set a record low in 2020 of Zero. AI 
Warrior making direct deposits to your account in the USA from a Mecca Bank. 
Art of War is changing to AI and Banks not battlefields to win Mecca's $777 
Trillion. 

11-27-2019 Soul Soul Mate Money War's the First against Mecca! "The Sword of 
Allah" today is the $777 Trillion of Allah First battle between the Romans and the 
Muslims. Khalid ibn Al-Walid reported that the fighting was so intense, that while 
fighting, he broke nine swords in the battle. Battle to Hack and crunch 4 Trillion 
Rx Recipes all trade secret and Confiscate $777 Trillion from Mecca. 

11-27-2019 Yale Dr. Lisa Sanders MD designed iMac workstations and chairs for 
140 heart beats your target. Yes every day 7 days a week... Doctor Designed iMac 
workstations and chairs for Starbucks Mac Computer Lab. 

11-27-2019 Thanksgiving Turkey Military top brass are spending Thanksgiving in 
Qatar at the New $1 Trillion dollar military base built in 2019. 100 Tanks are on 
the road to this base all paid for by Mecca Oil Company. 100 USS Jimmy Carter 
Nuke Subs have been built in 2019 to take out the 100 Tanks, 1 H-Bomb for each 
tank. God is Great when you have a War Chest of $777 Trillion, Carriers costing 
$1 Trillion on the USA assembly line for Thanksgiving Day 2019. Hospital Ships 
big as Carriers will be paid for by Mecca, grin. 

11-27-2019 Thanksgiving Turkey Military top brass are reading; "Khalid should 



be sent as caliph, because of his very strong resemblance with Caliph Umar. Khalid 
was recognized and eventually, Umar came and Jerusalem surrendered in April 
637" $777 Trillion hack of Mecca's Money by Jews in Jerusalem is being read in 
their minds how to pull this victory off in 2020 or 2019 on Christmas Day $$$ 

11-27-2019 Thanksgiving Weather: Flights Booked Kindles with YouTube pages 
and Super Computer Simulations on the Plane that fly's into orbit for 15 minutes 
and lands in Paris, Snow and a ‘Sirius Cyclone’ from live streaming video from 
Humans and Jewish Aliens at Sirius 

11-27-2019 How Six Different Cooks Set Striking Thanksgiving Tables with iMac's 

11-27-2019 Thanksgiving Meal is a iMac, Mac Book Pro Computer Lab food... 
feasting on Miracle Cures, inventions! Nobel Novels!! 

11-27-2019 Driving in a new 2020 Ford WindmillCAR to the Apple Store on 
Thanksgiving Day for a Thanks to work, on a Nobel in Medicine... 



11-27-2019 Thanksgiving Fever taken from everyone in the USA as the USA will 
have $777 Trillion to treat this fever from Oil Wealth. Cost of living in the USA 
with $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA was a Crime by the Top Brass who feast today 
in a Qatar Palace. 

11-27-2019 Thanksgiving "Sweden Investigates Iraq Defense Chief for War Crimes 
and Fraud" By ALISSA J. RUBIN and CHRISTINA ANDERSON Saddam's Iraq 
Palace in Baghdad on Thanksgiving Day is filled with Top Brass Generals and 
other high ranking officers. No one is working on a Pink Rx Recipe for the 
Starbucks Latte a War Crime. the Pink White House a joke close to home for 
Ivanka; "In White House Turkey Ceremony, President’s Impeachment Jokes Hit 
Close to the Bone Saw killer not the Admiral MD doing free MD sawing on 
Thanksgiving Day to a DNA birth defect from Diesel smog in his bone, cancer. 
1,001 kids in the USA with bone cancer from diesel Smog. Impeachment Jokes hit 
close to the bone saw Prince Salman on these bone saws for cancer. 

11-27-2019 NYC Subway Train on Thanksgiving getting them to the MD Meal at 
the Medical School Dining Room, Hell No! "Serve a Full Thanksgiving Meal on an 
L Train? Just Watch Them" By KWAME OPAM Subway did not stop at the 
Medical School Meal of Medical Test and Rx Penicillins... Who is driving this NYC 
subway train? Editors at the NY Times who have a fever and the flu. Page A20 



11-27-2019 ‘Our Thanksgiving Is One of Resilience’ Like the Sun and Stars are 
billions of years old and we have time under the Microscope at CERN with Gravity 
Engine on a Kindle. 

11-27-2019 NYC Fifth Avenue four colossal buildings that were vacant, vacant, 
vacant, vacant. Until recently, the buildings had been the flagship locations for Polo 
Ralph Lauren, Henri Bendel, Massimo Dutti, and Tommy Hilfiger. To put it 
bluntly, said Michael Hirschfeld, who works in commercial real estate, it was 
“mood killing.” So the Fifth Avenue Association, which represents more than 120 
establishments, sprung into action, deciding to do more of what Fifth Avenue does 
best: Holiday windows. 

11-27-2019 Fifth Avenue does best: Holiday windows with 5 Girls looking out the 
Windows with iMac's and Mac book Pro's and those on Fifth Avenue outside with 
touch screen's and keyboards writing the To Have Have Not Hemingway House 
Writing Class Nobel Novel on a app that lets 100 write on the same page at the 
same time with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects and huge full 
window super computer simulations. Show 75,000 people walking down Fifth 
Avenue the Super Computer with 4 cores that are super computers and just what it 
can do to stop NTC from getting Nuked. Invent a way to fly to Sirius. Exodus. 
Gravity Engine Window for people who live in Skyscrapers. Best Selling Invention 
Project to bring then inside. Dialog in a Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge Money 
make in a Window on Fifth Avenue and show time in the next window all about 
star wars inventions like the gravity engine. Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks Disney. 



11-27-2019 Disney Bagel named Star Wars and Dentures @ Star Wars "Fairmount 
has had a few milestones. In 1952, Mr. Shlafman recalled, an elderly Jewish man 
came in with a bag of sesame seeds, complaining that poppy seeds got stuck in his 
dentures. Soon, the news spread among the close-knit Jewish community, and the 
sesame seed bagel became a Montreal fixture." Dentures fixture at Star Wars for 
those who think about this invention. And which bagels are better — St-Viateur’s 
or Fairmount’s? Disney at Star Wars Galaxy Edge soon as they get the electric 
oven preheated... Blueberry Bagels on 100% Wheat topped with more Blueberry's 
and Chocolate Stars for Exodus. Star Shaped Bagels are under the counter... 

11-27-2019 Fearless Girl Olivia Newton John and Ivanka, Steve Jobs Small Fry too. 
Go to Courting Los Alamos for the Cure for cancer in a Rx Pink, Latte Rx Recipe 
hacked from 4 Trillion Recipes. Company Behind ‘Fearless Girl’ Goes to Court 
Over Replicas A statue of a defiant girl was meant to empower. But when copies of 
it appeared around the world, the company that first purchased it fought back. 

11-27-2019 Pink Girl Goes to Court Over Replicas - Pink Girl Statue of Olivia 
Newton John then one of Ivanka on Fifth Avenue... Charging Bull is West Point 
Generals not MD's. Who will Win this War? 



11-26-2019 Soul Soul Mate Transported to the 2020 Ford WindmillCar Judy 
Collins Model Parked in front of the Apple Store Upper West Side To Have Have 
Not Nobel 

Fever; Marriage Fever, Wedding to go to pick up your Nobel in Medicine. 
Weddings Honeymoon at Sirius, Giggle's! 

11-26-2019 Wedding Gifts iMac's, Mac Book Pro's. Toast the newest Los Alamos 
Super Computer with 4 Cores across crossing populations of illiterate adults in 
Super Computer Simulations just one example is who gave whom HIV and 
syphilis. Syphilis Test for the marriage license... 

11-26-2019 "Thanksgiving Miracle" Pink!! Olivia Newton John tweet by Trump, 
no a Tweet about Pardon for Warriors. Trumps Military Mind killed 1 million 
pink women this Thanksgiving day without thinking... Vets will kill a wife on 
Thanksgiving 2019 and it's marked classified by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 
Police in Florida say a man arrested once for slashing a woman with a knife got out 
of jail and later killed her. The Tampa Bay Times reports that 57-year-old War, 
100 year old war between Men and Women. No Peace Talks, caller ID and GPS 
map of his locations in life on a Google GPS Map Date + Time Current... at Disney 
Star Wars Galaxy Edge Times. 

11-26-2019 Pope Francis in the Catholic Church iMac, Mac Computer Lab; 
"Thanksgiving Miracle" that would be invented if the Catholic Church each of 



them had a iMac, Mac Book Pro Computer Lab for the congregations. 

11-26-2019 Anyone at the Times can give you the flu or some other disease costing 
you $10,000. If City Hall were masterminds of the 'Fever' and were Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD who found a cluster of high fevers in the Editors or Customer Service 
she would write the Rx and give it before they left the building. Only if City Hall 
were onto 98.6 not 62 degrees code violations. Supreme Court will throw out all 
City Hall Code Violations calling them Hitler's Gas Cans! 

11-26-2019 So if you have a fever, basically it [almost always] means you have an 
infection," Dr Young said. But both bacteria and viruses can cause fevers and 
there's no specific difference between a fever caused by bacteria and one caused by 
viruses... IP invention project for the NY Times Medical School, grin. 

11-26-2019 Military Do Not Share the Same Value for West Point Medical School 
and the Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte at Starbucks that will cure all stages of breast 
cancer in 8 days, nuke breast cancer. 

11-26-2019 Trump; Olivia Newton John, Steve Jobs and the Military Do Not Share 
the Same Values or Value the Hitler-Exxon-Mobil-BP Oil Gas Stations the 
indistinguishable War and War on Cancer since Vietnam. Value of Military Wars 
has finally been lost by a Bone Saw Killer Oil Prince Salman in Saudi Arabia. 



Value to the Military on Thanksgiving is feasting in the Palace of Saddam and all 
the other 1,001 Palaces Miami, Cuba gas stations earned for War. Military Top 
Brass on Thanksgiving will feast in Qatar, UAE, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and at 
many Trump Qatar Casino's at the Roulette Wheel gambling on No War Crimes 
for the Hitler-Exxon gas stations and fiery cop car wrecks writing a ticket. 

11-26-2019 Interference by the Military ‘Hits a New Level of Dangerousness’ in 
Hitler-Exxon Gas Stations and the Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte at Starbucks. Well 
as Jewish Exodus to Sirius invention projects. Not to Mention Mecca Riches 
beyond belief of $777 Trillion. Warriors Pardoned!! Recipe for Purple Hearts; 
Purple Hearts say said the psychological stress of 1 million Pink dead on their 
battlefield didn't matter as ISIS is the enemy. Russians are banned from the 
Olympics for 4 years so are USA Special Olympics kids via Diesel. War Crime 
killing kids via birth defects, new weapon of the Military. 

11-26-2019 Thanksgiving Meal is a iMac, Mac Book Pro Computer Lab food... 
feasting on Miracle Cures, inventions! Nobel Novels!! 

11-26-2019 Yale Dr. Lisa Sanders MD designed iMac workstations and chairs for 
140 heart beats your target. Yes every day 7 days a week... Doctor Designed iMac 
workstations and chairs for Starbucks Mac Computer Lab. 

11-26-2019 Email Dr. Lisa Sanders MD for diagnosis on her hair falling out... Two 



years ago, she had surgery on her hand, and when she awoke from the anesthesia, 
her hair fell out. “I had fabulous hair,” she said; silky hippie goddess hair. Judy 
Collins was unimpressed with how it grew back, so now she has it all shaved off: 
“My hair was so good that there’s no comparison.” 

11-26-2019 On Soul-Mates; Judy's husband designed the Korean War Memorial 
before 100's of H-Bombs were worked into the final Korean War Memorial in 
DC... 

11-26-2019 The Vietnam War Memorial in Key West will have H-Bombs! In its 
award winning design for a Nobel Peace Prize Winner, not a scam peace prize like 
Jimmy Carter's. 



11-26-2019 Brain Benefits of Reading and Writing AI knowing the story of Greg 
finding the WindmillCAR in Orwells Animal Farm Windmill reading. People need 
to learned to read and write a list of 1,001 IP invention projects as they read and 
make notes in the Kindle or paper back even a City library book as the Gravity 
Engine should be a note in the index in every paper back book you read. 

11-26-2019 Pope Francis Rx Masterminded the "Thanksgiving Miracle" that 
would be invented if the Catholic Church each of them had a iMac, Mac Book Pro 
Computer Lab for the congregations. 

10-5-2019 43 Cop Cars in Fiery Wrecks in Ukraine!! CIA's top lawyer made 
'criminal referral' on complaint about Trump Ukraine call. CIA world wide knows 
better than the run of the mill person 1,001 cop cars are rear ended bursting into 
flames in a traffic stop writing a ticket on the side of the road in the Ukraine well as 
Moscow. 

10-5-2019 Traffic Stop by Key West Cops for Mandy Miles; I learned long ago not 
to burn any of the 42 bridges that connect us all. 43 Cop Cars Burned in Mandy 
Miles headlines... 1984 edition! 

Cars are death machines. Pedestrian fatalities in the United States have increased 



41 percent since 2008; more than 6,000 pedestrians were killed in 2018 alone. More 
than 4,000 American kids are killed in car crashes every year. 
The internet-equipped “connected car,” for example, initially introduced by 
Cadillac in 1996 as a luxury safety feature known as OnStar. 

I’m not so naïve to think we can get rid of cars altogether, but we have so many 
tools to eliminate traffic-related injuries and fatalities right now. Until then, the 
streets will belong to "Cars" death machines. by By Allison Arieff. 

Naive Allison Arieff Traffic Girl at the NY Times Pictured. Now for a perfect 
memory test for Allison, did you read the NY Times article a month or two ago that 
said the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ know about F-35 Radar on all cars and roads in 
the USA and figured they don't want to spend the $7 Trillion out of their War 
Chest for USS Jimmy Carter Subs and F-35 Jets as the cost of $7 Trillion is the 
same cost for a Rx Recipe Pink at a Pink Los Alamos Manhattan Project to cure 
breast cancer in all stages in 8 days with a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. Naive to 
think the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ with $777 Trillion in Cash will spend any 
money but for Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs and F-35 Jets! 

10-5-2019 Journalists missed 5 Cop Cars on Fire; But got this story. Five-Alarm 
Fire at Bronx Apartment Building Injures 10. Two people, including a firefighter, 
were seriously injured in the blaze on the Grand Concourse, which took more than 
three hours to bring under control. By NEIL VIGDOR Blaze of fiery wrecks every 
day and night not only in the USA but every UN Nation. Did the UN take this up 
last week in NYC, Hell No! 

10-5-2019 Medical schools, which are already hard to get into, are getting harder 
each year. U.S. News did its annual survey of the 118 ranked medical schools that 
reported their acceptance rates and found that the average was only 6.8% in 2018. 
However, the average acceptance rate of the most competitive medical schools was 
at just 2.4% this past application cycle. Greg and his 4 MD Wife's at Yale, know we 
will win a Nobel in Medicine. 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects 
with specs and genius tutors, many from Yale Med. 



10-5-2019 In fact, I recommend that students who have a lower than average 
MCAT score or GPA consider 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine IP 
invention projects links with specs and genius tutors and thanks to Starbucks WiFi 
Mac and Mac Book Pro's at every Cafe table in Paris, USA soon. 

Yale Key West Medical School, Upper East Side of Manhattan is Cornell. They 
would have won a Nobel in Medicine if Dr. Augustine M.K. Choi, would have 
moved them into 'Freedom Tower' and enrolled 10,000 medical students. Sorry Dr. 
Augustine M.K. Choi, you are not a Nobel in Medicine winner. Marry 4 MD 
women, propose we get 4 Nobels in Medicine, I Do! I Will. 

Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019 
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's



1-1-2018 "Yale Key West Medical School And Hospital Ships" will be a Disney 
Pixar Fox Movie with Dramatic Art of the Diagnosis via Dr. Lisa MD that will save 
your and your Wife's life's - Antidote for Coors Invented in Key West! Qatar Oil 
Revenues of $777 Trillion will pay all your tax in 2018. Antidote for No Smoking 
Quit Smoking will be invented in 2018 in Key West by Greg and Wife's. Slim Down 
in 2018 invented too. Rx Recipe Latte's at Starbucks. 

1-1-2019 Greg is 71 *.* Happy New Year With InventBook end of Facebook in 
2019 Thank God we can get back to inventing Miracle Cure's Rx! 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine + Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novels with 1 Click Amazon 
links to IP invention projects. iMac on every Cafe Table in Paris and every 
Starbucks Worldwide. InventBook for 2019 by Greg + Many Legal Wife's in Key 
West... 



Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 email 
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL 3054346276 

Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054346276 Copyright 2019 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover to zoon in and read the 
Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! Book is 474 Pages



Right Click on picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this picture and 
save it then open it with Paint and you will be able to read all the Secrets Los 
Alamos wrote about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

Endgame Brain Surgery + Brain Cancer Rx Recipes are done here, along with 400 
times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to Sirius. All that missing 
in this picture are the 4 Wife's and 40 iMac's, grin. Nice! Yes they serve Rx Pink 
Latte's from Starbucks. 

copyright Greg Buell 2019 



Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 3054346276 

Endgame Brain Surgery + Brain Cancer Rx Recipes are done here, along with 400 
times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to Sirius. All that missing 
in this picture are the 4 Wife's and 40 iMac's, grin. Nice! Yes they serve Rx Pink 
Latte's from Starbucks. 

1,800 Page Web 3 megs Ran Out of Memory on my PC Click Here its HTML as I 
don't have enough memory to make it a PDF, Thanks Greg



1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here for the Pdf 
version long file takes a few mins to open with Win 10

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages
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